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PREFACE 
The purpose of this paper is threefold: to show the 
evolution of the 18th century oboe, to describe it, and to 
reach conclusions about its music. 
The first chapter presents the historical antecedents 
along with four examples of their common uses. A com-
parison between the late shawm and the early oboe leads 
to the next chapter, wherein is discussed the construction 
of the 18th century oboe and the fingerings which are a re-
sult of this construction. 
Chapter s III and IV are concerned with the ways in 
which specific periods and composers have used the i n stru-
ment. In connection with music of the Baroque and Style 
galant, general scoring principles have been outlined. 
Bach's use of the oboe has been offered both as a typ cal 
and an exceptionally fine Baroque treatment of the instru-
ment , while Mozart's oboe parts have been chosen tore-
present its treatment in Style galant and classical music. 
The final sect i on on the oboe' s music is lengthy and 
detailed since it concern the oboe' s f unction in Beethoven'~ 
music. Repre s enti g t he most 1.. iom t i c 18th century treat-
ment of the instrume!Jt , Beethoven' s parts are also import-
ant as the mold for Romantic and modern attitudes towards 
the oboe. 
ii 
Reference to sources in footnotes will give author and 
name of book. Complete reference will be found in the 
bibliography. 
The following abbrev iations are used in Chapter III: 
BG Bach Gesellschaft 
CIVP Complete vorks of Henry Purcell 
DdT " Denkmaler deutscher Tonkunst 
DTB " Denkmaler der Tonkunst in Bay ern 
" 
f1 
DTO Denkmaler der Tonkunst in Osterreich 
HG Handel Gesellschaft 
OCL Oeuvres Completes de J. -B. Lull~r 
OCR Oeuvres Compl et es de Jean-Philippe Rameau 
CHAPTER I 
THE OBOE UP TO THE XVIIITH CENTURY 
A fact , of itself , has lit t le import .s.nce. Only when 
it is related to other pertinent facts does it gain the 
significance necessary for a synoptic vie\ITpoint. The goal 
of this chapter is to provide those facts concerning the 
antecedents of our subject. 
In this chapter , three relationships have been stressed 
concerning the harshness or l ack of it in various instrument 
and methods of play ing. They are: 
1. .'\ tendency towards a cylindrical bore ~tiill produce 
a smoother tone than a tendency t owards a conical bore . 
2. le s s-flared, undercut , or pear-shaped bell will 
produce a smoother tone than a more-flared bell. 
3. The less reed inserted into the mouth the smoother 
the t one . 
The mor e advanced the shawm and its pla.yer, the more those 
f a ctors lead ing to a smoother tone are emphasized. 
2 
I. ANCESTORS OF THE OBOE TO TEE :>.,HDDLE 
OF THE XVIITH CE\TTURY 
Undoubtedly the use of double reeds for sound p roductiol 
originated i ~ prehistoric times. Of our excavated examples , I 
however, two opinions pl o.c"e the fir s t double reeds variously 
at 3733- 3566 B.c. 1 and 2800 B.c. 2 The earlier examples are 
described as merely ba rley s traws pressed flat for an inch 
or so a t one end a nd C)ntaining either three or four finger 
holes. The later example is a double -oipe3 of silver, each 
pipe with four fingerholes, indicating a higher stage of 
advancement. 
By t h e 15th century B.C. in Egypt we find the u s e of 
pipes ab~ut two feet long and about one-ha lf inch in diameter. 
They were always used i n pairs, •Jne sound ing a lower drone 
to accompany the melody of the other. Even in these early 
1 Ulric Daubeny, Orchest ral Wind Inst ruments. p. 37. 
Daubeny refers to a set of ~gyptian reed pi p e s comprising a 
treble, tenor, and ba ss f ound i n an Egypti an tomb of the 
fourth dynasty. He does not g ive the source of this inform-
ation. 
2 Curt Sa chs, History of Musica l Instruments, pp. 72, 73. 
Sa chs refers to two silver tubes excavated at Ur in Mes-
opotami a . These a re preserved i n the Univers ity Museum in 
Philadelphia. 
3 The word "pip e" ha s been used r ather loosely through-
out h istory to me an a l most any small wind instrument . How-
ever, in a majority of cases, as in the "aulas" and the 
"piva", a small double-reed instrument is meant. I n this 
study, t h e term shall have t h is meaning. 
3 
times the double-reed pipe is a ssoci a ted with d ancing . 4 
During the pre-Christian era we find t h i s type of cylindrical 
double p ipe generally in use at joyous festi v ities and in 
mourning ceremonies throughout the Semitic world. These 
p ipes were usually made of ca n e , th e reed b e ing merely a 
flatten i ng of one end of the tube. Howeve r b y the 2nd c entu-
ry A. D. t hi s typ e wa s rep l a ced by the ancestor of the mo ern 
Arabia n oboe (zamr). Thi s h a s a conical bore, short heavy 
body, separa te reed, a nd disk pla ced below the reed that 
supports the lips (pirouette). Indeed, a comparison between 
the modern zamr, the 16th century shawm and the l e.te 17th 
c; 
century oboe shows a definit e evolution in that order. -
This a n cestor of the zamr and the shav.l!Il found its way 
into Europe in the 8th to the 13th centuries with the in-
vasion a n d settlement o f Spain by the Sara cens. This was 
the main s tre am i n the developmen t of t he double reeds in 
Europe. 
A fairly strong tributary is seen, ho~r;ever, in the des-
cendents of t he aulas a nd tibia. In ancient Greece, the 
aulas was a cylindrically-bored p ipe used i n p a irs. The 
tubes were o f equal length with identical fing erhol es 
(Lydia n p ipes) or of unequa l leng th with fing erholes at 
--~or rep roductions of a rt works showing pip es accompa ny 
ing d a ncing in Ancient Egypt see Vuillier's A History of Dane 
ing and Sa chs 1 ¥lorld Hi s tory o f the Dance. 
5 Se e Grove's Di ct i ona ry, 3rd ed. , p . 740 p l a te LXXV • . 
4 
different points on either tube (Phrygian pipes). Th ey were 
made in several sizes and pitches. In playing the aulos, the 
reed was inserted entirely into the mouth affording no con-
trol of lips on the reed. A lea ther band covered the cheeks 
to maintain the air pressure. The aulos player extemporized 
on h is instrument as an accompaniment to drama6 or at musical 
competitions where the performance often took the form of 
program music.7 
This accompanying stream of double reeds i$ traced 
from the aulos to its duplication in the tibia of Rome. The 
latter was brought to England after the Roman invasion 
(55 B.C.) with the introduction of Roman culture which h ad 
its influence actively exerted until the withdrawal of the 
legions in 410 A.D. Thus, a s F. W. Galpin8 has proven and 
contrary to the popular conception, the Saracen invasion was 
not the first carrier of the double-reed principle into 
6 We shall see the shawm (hoboy) being used to accompany 
Elizabethan drama. 
7 In 586 B.C. Sakadas, the famous piper, depicted a 
battle between a dragon and Apollon in five movements: the 
prelude, the first onset, the contest itself, the triumph 
following the victory, and the death of t he dragon. 
8 Galpin, Old English Instruments •••• , pp. 157 ff. 
Galpin mentions the depiction of reed pipes of the tibia 
variety on sculptured crosses in Ireland at Monasterboice 
(9th-10th centuries) and at Clonacnoise (early lOth century). 
He does not find any double reeds of Oriental variety until 
the 12th century. This is at Barfreston in the capital of 
the Canterbury Cathedra.l and shows an instrument with an 
expanding bell and conical tube portrayed in the mouth of 
a goat. 
=~-===-~p====-====--====-==-=--==~-=-==-==================--=~~~=-==========~====== 
5 
Europe. 
Hov1ever, it we. s the Oriental type of pipe vlhich played 
the more import ant part · i n the historical development of the 
oboe. Comparing pictorial sources from the 12th a nd 13th 
centuries, Sachs finds two different types o f oboes:9 one 
slim with a pear-sh~ped bell, the othe r r a ther wide resemblin · 
the Italian piffero. 
The former type can be found in only one source, 10 in-
dicating only local usage. Three points of importance in 
connection with t h is t ype are: 
(a) this is the earliest example of t he oboe d'amore-
English horn species, as shown by its pear-shaped bell 
(b) it is also the earliest example o f a double-reed 
instrument being held by the tip of the reed11 instead 
of the reed being inserted completely into the mouth 
(c) the result of the pear-shaped bell and playing on 
the tip of the reed wa s a much sweeter tone than had 
9 Sachs, 2£• cit., p. 288. 
10 Kinsky, Geschichte der Musik in Bilde rn, p. 46, fig. 
8. These are miniature s f rom the Third Codex of Alfonso X, 
King of Leon and Ca stile (reigned 1254-1284) found in the 
Cantigas Q~ Santa Maria. 
11 In Kinsky, 2£· ci1., p. 67, fig. 3, we see Sandra 
Botticelli's " Angels Playing Music" painted in 1480. A 
painting of a very sweet atmosphere, it shows an angel playi 
an oboe with her lips clo ~ ed only on the tip of the reed. 
This Botticelli and the dulzaina in the Cantigas are proof o 
the existence of the "sweet" type of oboe referred to by 
4lbrecht K0n Halbertadt (c. 1200) when he speaks of a soft, 
sweet ("d-hze") oboe. (See Sachs 2£· Qit. p. 281:5.) 
I 
/I 
heretofore been produced. This fact is corroborated 
the Cantigas where it is called dulzaina. 
The latter type l ed directly to the shawm f amily which 1, 
reached its highest developme nt by the beg inn ing of t he 17t:hi l 
century. An example of this e a rly shawm c a n be see r:t in a · 
sculp t ure fr om t h e fir s t half of t he 13th century. 1 2 
There is lit tle s pecific information a b out the range 
and makeup of shawms before 1511, the a ppea rance date of 
Sebastien Virdung's ~rusica getuscht. There are, however , 
literary a nd p ictorial references. 
When, i n 1383 , Chaucer described the Hall of Fame 
I; 
wherein resided the goddess to whom a l l petitioners for fame 
came, he p ictured festivities there. Among t h ose instru-
ments which took part in the celebra tion he mentions the 
shawms (shalmyes): 
"Tho saw I stonden hem behynde, 
A-fer fro hem, alle be hemselve, 
Many thousand tymes twelve, 
Tha t maden loud e menstralcyes 
In cornemuse, and sha l myes, 
And many other maner p i p e, 
Tha t craftely begu nne to pip e, 13 Both i n doucet and i n rede, ••.•••••• " 
The tendency i n the 14th century to combin e cont rasting 
timbres i n a s i ngle group is seen in the above example as 
12 Kinsky, QQ· cit., p. 42, fi g . 1. It is the fi gure 
of an a ng el vii th sha wm fro:n the Cathedral a t Rheirns. 
13 "The House of Fame," Book III, lines 124-136 in 
The Works of Goeffr ey Chaucer. 
II 
~t li~% tt• (.trttl m uu . 
2 :.,{~ 111. 
. (~.,.:: ~;.. rJl~ l ,t I I .~ I ·~ 
3 
5 
4 6 
7 9 
Miniatures from Cantigas de Santa Maria 
in Kinsky, Qeschichte der Musik in Bildern, p. 46 
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well a s in the following one: 
"And Instrumentys that dyde excelle, 
Many mo than I kan telle: 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
And for folkys tha t lyst d 2unce 
Ther wer trumpes and trumpetes, 
LoHd shct l1.Y.§. a nd doucetes 
Passyng of ~re t melodye, 
Eke Ins t rument ys h i gh and lowe 
Viel mo t ha n I kou:l e knov.re •••• nl4 
By t he 14th centuzy, the shawn wa s mede in t wo si z es: 
a s o;> r a no1 5 which was a s!!ll!lall instrument wi t h a bell and 
seven fingerholes , a nd a con t ralt o a fifth lower. The 
lowest hole w·=· s both on the left a nd the right of the in-
strument dependi ng on h ow the instrument wa s held; the 
unused hole was plugged. The h igher instrument wa s called 
the shawm (a lso kno'Vlmin Fr ance as the h autbois or "high 
wood") a nd the lower wa s ca lled the pomm er (also known in 
France a s the ~ros-bois or 11 10\v-wood"). I n the 15th 
century, we find t hree sizes of shawms in u se , a s most 
com-:)ositions of t ha t time h ad t hree parts. 16 A deli ghtful 
little sketch o f the 15th ce ntury shows clowns and ba ndsmen, 
I 
two of whom a re playing what appea r to be a discant and an 
14 11 Reson a nd Sensuallyte11 b~r John Lydgate (c. 1370-c. 
1450) 
15 Geiringer, l'fusical Instruments •••• , pp. 130, 131. 
16 See March of Bamberg, p. 25. 
II 
\I 
II 
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alto shawm. 17 For the first time, we see a fontanelle18 
used. 
It is in the famous woodcuts Kayser Maximilians 1 
Triumph (1507-1511) that we see for the first time the 
shawms as pictured in Praetorius, complete with the 16th 
century pirouette19 and fontanelle. There, five shawmists 
on horseback each bearing an instrument of either treble or 
17 Kinsky, 2£• cit., p. 62 
18 A fontanelle is a perforated cylinder used to 
cover any delicate keywork in early woodwind instruments. 
From the small alto shawrn down to the lo\ver shawrns, the 
fontanelle covers one or more keys. However, the use of 
the fontanelle in the discant shawm is merely for decorative 
purposes since there is only an open hole beneath it with-
out a key at all. See Nicholas 3essaraboff, Ancient 
European Musical Instruments - Instrument number 129. 
There is an example of a discant shawm sounding one tone 
higher than the ordinary discant she.wm of the 17th century, 
having a c' key with a double touch-piece extending from 
underneath a font anelle. This is #347 in the Katalog des 
Musikhistoris2_hen Museums of Leipzig by Paul de Wit. lf3/+6 
in the same catalog is the normally pitched discant shai'ffil 
with fontanelle and no key. 
19 In the middle ages, the pirouette is an oval-shaped 
disk at the be.ck of the reed. The player inserted the reed 
entirely into his mouth resting his lips on this pirouette. 
In t he Cantigas, the schalmey players however, do not allow 
their lips to reach the pirouette (seep. ! ' fig. e). 
Nevertheless we can as sume tha t the main practice was the 
insertion up to the pirouette. This would account f or the 
shrillness often referred to. By the time of these wood-
cuts, the pirouette has become a tube-like affair into 
which the reed is inserted. Thus the pirouette comes up 
higher on the reed allowing for less reed in the mouth. The 
nat ural result is more control of the reed with 
a better tone. The WRY thus is set in the early 16 century 
for the advent of the oboe ent irely without pirouette, the 
reed being held just at the tip. 
==~-=~=-=-=-=-===-~~=-=======-==~~=-=-=-=-===------=-=-==-====~-=-==-=-=~===============~!====-=----
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P RAETORIUS, TABLE XI 
I• 
. II 
11 I 
alto range are followed by five slide trombonists also on 
horseback. It is an interesting fact to note that slide 
trombones (sacbutts) and shawms are usually listed together 
and often appear together in these times and earlier. 
While, after 1400, instrumentalists began taking over 
dancing songs and adapting them to the techniques of their II 
particular instruments, in the 16th century instrumentalists 
lj 
adopted the vocal forms of the motets and madrigal. Finall~ 
composers created exclusively instrumental forms different II 
from those used f or voices. However, as late as the 17th II 
I 
II 
century, printed collections of pieces bore the subtitle: 
"to be played or sung". The adoption of the many-voiced 
vocal forms of the 16th century together with the new desire! 
II 
for a blend of tone (instead of t he previous individuality lj 
li of timbre) caused instruments of the 16th cent ury to be 
made in families or consorts. Consequently, in 1618 Prae- I 
I 
tori us could record a consort of seven shawms. 21 These 
21 The name shawm and its derivatives h Pve 
etymology: 
the folloividg II 
Latin 
calamus 
(reed) 
Medieval Latin 
calameiiu_s __ 
(reed) 
Old French 
chalamel 
(the shawm) 
German 
shalmei 
shalm 
shawm 
Other English derivatives meaning the same thing are: 
schalm, chalme, shalmus, schalmey, schalmoy. In German 
we also find schalemie and schalemeye. In li'rench we note 
the variations-chalamie, chalumeau, calamelle, In Italian 
the descant shawm has been called piffero and the lo\ver 
shawms bombardo, bombardone, and bombardino. 
I 
I 
. I! 
'I 
/' II 
li 
II 
' 
shawms had a bore that was narrow and very slightly coni cal l\ 
The reed WP S affixed to a conical brass tube that was 
straight or bent, longer or shorter according to the si~e 
of the instrument. 
Although both were generally known as belonging to 
the shawm family, the higher shawms were called shawms22 
while the lower shawms were call ed 2ommers, bombard, bom-
mert, bo~bix, bombardo and others (from the Latin bombio--
I 
to hum or buzz, which probably pretty well describes the 
1 tone). The beginning of the 17th century finds the shawms I 
at the peak of their development. a.nd made in seven sizes. 23 1 
I 
22 Yet an inconsistency is noted in the time of Henry 
VII (1485-1509) where a shawm is understood exclusively 
to mean the low shawm: 
"A Shawme makithe a S"\'Jeete sounde, for he tunythe 
basse; 
It mountithe not to hy, but kepith~ rule and span 
Yet yf it be blmvne withe to a vehement wynde, 
It makithe it to mysgoverne oute of his kynde." 
Lekingfelde Proverb 
Quoted in Galpin, Q£• cit., p. 157. This may be an indi-
cation that the English at this time were beginning to use 
the 'vord shawm only for t he deep shawrn and '·rere about to 
call the higher shawms hautboys. 
23 All of the shawms are sh own in Praetorius Table 
II 
I' 
II 
I 
XI, on p .10 with the exception of the double bass shawm and 
the nicolo or big alto shawm. The double bass shawm can I 
be seen in the Plate III of Bessarabo f f. The nicolo is 
a shawm vlith a reed-concealed wind cup (as in the cromorne). 
Note the decorative fontanelle in the discant sha"\'lill #129 
of Pl a te III (here, p ~5» while discant shawm #4 in Prae-
torius Table XI (here,p~O) has none. 
II 
II 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
The Shawm Family 
o =-primary or six fingerhole s ,eale 
d::. extension upwar ds by octave harmonics 
; =- extension dmvnwards by key(s) 
Small discant shawm - about 21 inches long 
'f >~< 
.2. ~ #-~ 
I 
Range 
I~ 
Discant ~treble shawm - about 24 incheslong 
Range 
Range of modern counterpart - the oboe 
it ~ ,-llft~ 
Small alto sha~~ - about 30 inches long 
(klein alt pommer) 
Range I ~ -- .J) I 
--& t . 
Range of modern counterpart - the English horn 
-6--
/ 
Big alto shawm (nicolo) - about 36 inches long 
(Tenor pommer) 
Range 
13 
II 
II 
II 
I 
I 
5. 
6 
Tenor sha wrn - ab ')ut 52 inches long 
{Tenor pommer-b~a~s~s~e~t~) ________________ __ 
Range I J 
-6-- .L' :::. .. 
;> I ~ 0 
• 
. I 
I I 
inches long Bass shawm - ab .....::o::..:u::...t=--.7.:....::::.5-=~:.:.:....:..=..~=~-­(Bass pommer) 
Range 
Double bass shawm - about 100 inches long 
TGross bass pommer) ----------------------------
6 J -~ I Range 
The keys, which were added to the larger shawms, 
14 
reached, by long levers, holes that were far out of reach 
of the fingers. These keys were enclosed in a cylindrical 
box, or font anelle, which, in the case of the l a r gest 
shawms, had rectangular extensions following the levers 
down, The fontanelles a.nd t heir extensions were perforated 
to a llow the sound to come out and the keys usually had 
two wings (or alternate keys were provideg.) s o that the 
lower holes could be opened or closed by the little finger 
of either hand. 
Just as the shawms reached the climax of their develop-
! 
ment at the beginning of the 17th century, a new movement 
in music caused both a decrease in the number of types and 
an improvin of the bore and reed t 
I<) 
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BESSAR~BOFF, PLATE III 
129 - Treble Sha~w 131 - Tenor Shawm 
130 - Alto Shawm 132 - Double Bass Shawm 
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16 
flexibility for expressive playing. The various types of 
sha\vms decreased since their existence was based upon a 
polyphonic style vlhich gave equal weight to all parts, 
treble to bass. This style had util ized instruments and 
voices within the range of a tenth to avoid the int e rference 
of the neighboring parts. The new style, however , was 
largely monodic in order t o be abl e better to exuress strong 
human emotions . VH th the prevalence of a single e:uotional 
vo ic e , instruments needed a su fficiently vride range and 
flexibility to afford all dynamic change from pianissim o 
to fortiss imo. 
Thus , Mer senne , 24 \-vri ting i n 1648 , narrows the shawm 
family dov-m mainly to two f orms - the treble and teno r , 
showing the bass shawm, as an apparent afterthoug._llt , in the 
margin. Nevertheless , the shav1ms, like their less-con troll-
able relatives , the cro:nornes, schreierpfeifen , rausch-
pfei fe~ , r a cketts and sordunes , in the early part of the 
17th century were divorced from the import a nt musical g roups 
They were replaced by the more dulcet and f lexible bowed 
string instruments. While, in 1582 , wind instruments com-
pri sed sst of a court musical g r oup, in 1667 it was only 
6% o f the total fo r the same court g r oup, the re st being 
strings. 
However , when the treble shavml made its reappearance 
"Harmoni-24 Mersenne, Harmonie Universelle , Book 
=====ll===::eJ3£1:1;-~m" . RPe:pe-s-~E::S.:dJ'=:kli=<a:E:fb::ild:ddb:::.= =====#===== 
in the middle of the 17th century in the form of the more 
refined oboe, it, with the bassoon, wa s the first t o be 
readmi ~ ted to polite musical circles. 
II. THE SH .~WY1 AS USED PRIOR TJ THE MIDDLE OF 
THE SEVEN'rEENTH CENTURY 
Our study of the ways the shawm W9 S used will f all 
I, into four main •sections: those dealing with shepherds, 
11 dancing, mill tary music, and the Elizabethan drama. 
I· 
1 Shepherds. Double reed instruments have been o~ten 
I 
r 
II 
connected vvi th the piping of shepherds tending their 
flocks. The sight of a shepherd piping was quite a normal '' 
and popular aspect of Renaissance life in Italy. We are 
given an insight into this by Teofilo Folengo in his 
Maccheronee. In his second E;clogue, the "Maitinada a 
Giovannina", Folengo presents himself as a rustic Orpheus, 
playing on his pipe (piva, which, according to Dent, 2 5 is 
~ the s l1 awm of the middle ages); "as soon as he starts a 
26 
matarello or a. pavane, the wolves dance with the lambs, 
the kids with the dogs, the foxes with the hens, to say 
nothing of the t abl es and cha irs, distaff and spindle, 
and all the pots and pans of the farmhouse". 27 Here, in-
I 
lj 
II 
II 
I 
I 
I 
r 
i 25 Edward J. Dent, Music of the Renaissance in Italy~ I 
p. 50 I 
26. The old pavane seems to h gve been played mainly by l 
shawms. 
G. GJ t 
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deed, was a piper. 
The piffero, or Italian shawm, v-rhich has come down to 
the present day in a form remarkably like the earliest 
European shawms, has played a big part in the street dancing 
and frolicking of Italy. Grove tells us 28 that "piffero" 
is the Italian form of the English word "pipe", and the 
German "pfeife". He goes on to say that the term is 
11 cornmonly used to denote a rude kind of oboe common in 
Italy and formerly to be seen about the streets of London, 
the players being termed pifferari". Mrs. C. vl. Kimmins29 
tells us about "an ancient boys' dance v,rell-known today in 
Italy, danced to music of an exceedingly old-fashioned and 
rustic pattern; usually the air is taken up and whistled 
by the whole joyous company". The entire dance is done 
with hands placed one before the other in front of the 
mouth in the imitation of piffero playing. It is called 
28 Grove's Dist., 3rd ed., p. 180 
29 Peasant Dances and Songs of .f..-1any Lands arranged by 
Mrs. C. Vi. Kimmins. p. 22. 
==·-=-=-=If~=~-=-=-=-=-=-~=-=-=-==========· =-~~=-=~=-=-~==-=====~~==-,!!==== 
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the " Pifferari Dance" . 
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Dan~. Clo sely connected ivi th the pipin of the 
shepherd is t h at p iping f ound in the a ccomp e.niment of 
19 
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rustic and formal danc ing . Instruments of the high double 
reed v ari ety , of which the au s i th e assi c r epr ent-
ative, h a ve been ,layed for d · nce s of all so r .s 
Egypt, Greece , a.n :3 Rom • s th e e p pers 
cc mn -::nying dances of the follo lng kinds: rustic, wer, 
symbolic , f mera.l , a n d mili t ary.30 "The Romans ••••••••• , in 
30 Ga ston Vuillier, i History of Q~ing. pp. 11, 
13 , ff . Greek Aulos , pp. 22, 25, 32, 33, 35. Roman tibia , 
pp. 42- 44. 
Erik S tie ha ~ comp osed for p i a no two pieces called 
" Gymnoped.ies I and II" vrh ich vrere ev oked by the old Greek 
d a nces , the Gymno aedia. It is signific ant to note tha t in 
his arrang ement of Satie's p ieces for orchestra , Debussy 
assi ns the ma i n solos to the oboe. R. C.A. Victor recording 
are by the Bos t on and Philadelphi a 8ympho:ny orchestra.s. 
20 
imita tion of the Greeks used to call in bands of musicians 
a nd danc e rs to divert their guests. Some appea red dis-
guised as Nymphs, some as Nereids, some naked."31 
In the 14th century,32 the sha wms were well a ble to 
fill the bill f or t he dancers mentioned in t h is poem 
" Echecs amoureux" from about 1375: 
" ~men' er that they were f a in to dance 
And frolic, gathered in a crowd, 
The dancers ca lled f or music owd-
1 Twas this th:'l t a h mys plea sed t h em b est, 
.An d ever added to their zest." 
I ':1 the dances of the court, we find the shawm (or 
"hautboi s ", French) figuring chiefly in two dances: the 
!I 
II 
pavane a nd t he Basse Dance. Appa rently the e a rliest pavanes 
of t he 13th century were sung and ::lanced by their per-
formers t o the music of tabours, viols, hautbois, and sack-: 
buts , in dup le time.33 As a rule, the music for the Basse 
Dance was performed by several musicians: t rios of shav~s 
II 
I' 
I! 
a nd trumpets being most often us e d for t he accompaniment. 
Mil it a ry Music. The use of shav~ s f or m111 t a ry pur-
31 Ibid, p . 44 !r 
I 32 An example of a high sha wm p l B.ying dances from the 
13th & 14th centurie s is found in the Antholgi e Sonore, 
Vol. II, Record 16. 
'I 
33 ShaWms seemed especially popular in the ? l ay ing of )1 
Pavanes . Cf . .- p .2l';Pavane for a consort of five shawms" by il 
Anthony Holborne from his book, Pavans, Gallia.rds, Almaines 
and othe r short Airs for Viols, Violins, or Wind Instru-
iii8rits, 1599.- -- -- - - --
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poses was perhaps the one mo st noted b y the popula ce be-
cellt~try 
fore the 17th century. In England during the 12th" and 
later, every town was walled and a number of men called 
"Waits" (or 11 Waytes" or 11 \vayghtes 11 ) regularly patrolled the ' 
I 
town every night. They used a large shawrn for the shrill 
signalling whenever it was necessary. The name "Wait" 
gr adually passed from the men to their instruments. The 
statutes given by Edward I to the City of London (before 
1296) prescribe that es.ch gate 11 shall be shut at night by 
the Servant d1·relling there; and each Servant shall have 
a Wayte at his own expense11 .34 The wa tchman at the Palace 
of Edward IV we.s required to keep "Bon Gate", and to sound 
his Wa it every three hours. The wa tch of the city, (that 
-is, all the "waits") formed the municipal band, which 
played a.t civic functions. 
Towards the end of their popularity in the middle of 
the 16th century, the English minstrels in service of the 
II 
court or nobility had duties similar to those of the Waits; 
I 
the minstrels often played shav~s and headed processions 
at public festivals and accompanied lawbreakers to the 
pillory to at t ract attention. Also, "tre note in "The King's 
Musick 11 35 that in 1509 at the coronation of Henry VIII therie 
were nine "styll shalrnes included in which was a rnynstrell 11 • 
34 Henry Davey, The History of English Music~ p . 18 ff . 
35 The King~ _Musicke, ed. by Henry Cart de Lafontaine !~ 
-I 
. -
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Kappey ment1ons36 anothe r group of "musicians" in 
Engl and; roving "musicians" and enterta iners who were made 
1
: 
up of people discontented with the high t a xes and perse-
cution of city life. I' 
I 
They would wa.nder through the coun-
t ryside entertaining as they vrent and gaining their sli ght :1 
livel i hood in that way. Among the wanderers would also be ll 
I actor.-....s, acrobats and 11 ''1'omen of questionable morals" • 
.._, 
This whole group roved around the countryside, t aking ad-
vantage of political events of importance where they were 
engaged to lend brilliancy t o t he si tuat1on. For example, I 
there were at the Grea t Council of Constance in 1414 for :1 
II 
princes of church and sta te, five hundred :nusi clans (fifes ~~ 
fiddles, trumpets, t rombones, pommers, and a few singers) II 
and eight hundred fast women, u pon tha t occa sion enjoyi ng 
t he prot ection of the law. 
On the continent, it is recorded that, as early a s 
the 14th cen tury, certe.in tovms kept in regul a r pay a fevr 
mu sicians. for the benefit of the citizens. At Basel, for 
instance, the magistra tes reta ined three pipers who, for 
the plee.sure of the people, had to play in one of the 
squares of the tmm at sta ted hours. Also, thUrmer ... bands 
(or watchmen-bands) were permanent musica l institutions 
of the middle a ges which were in the pay of the municipali t y 
. I! 
of the larger towns, especially in Ger many and Austria 
36 J. A. Kappey, Mill tary Music ..... p. 3 ff. 
24 
(comparabl e to the bands of v-rai t s in England); they had 
to perf orm certain duties in return for which they enjoyed 
the p rivileg es of R, recognized guild. The instruments in 
these primitive bands c0nsisted generally of fifes, shawms, 
pommerR, zinken, trombones and drums. Since they had to 
perform daily , they collected a repertory of piece s con-
oistin~ of hymn tunes , melodies o f populs r s ongs, dances , 
11 ( ) cmd ·\ufzuge music for processions • Kappey37 tells of an 
interesting story in which shawms are concerned: in the 15th 
century, the towns of Worms and Bamberg formed an alliance 
with the ls.r g er Frankfurt to gain certain commercial benefit • 
" But to keep their subordina te position v isibly 
alive, it was required tha t each of the minor 
towns should send trienially a. deDutation of 
municiual officers to do homage by ~That l[as 
technica ly called a 'Court of Fifers• . 3·ra 1 
p rocession marched in solemn state to the t own 
hall , and there made a nominal offering of some 
a rticle fo r the superior m ~:mufe.cture 0f which 
the deputing t own was noted. But , to assert their 
independence •.••.• , the deputies m ~ rched ri _ht 
into the hall and before the council seat, t he 
band playing all the while, end keeping the i r hats . 
on • ••••• They marched three time s a round the coun-
cillor's table, threw their symbol of servility on 
the table and marched out . The band gorg eously 
dressed in crimson velvet and fea thered caps , 
consisted cf three men "l'rho respectively played on 
a E_ha :!!m., a. 2.Q~, and a bass nommer. "3b 
37 Ibid. pp. 70-72. 
37a In her translation of Goethe 's -utobiop:,ra.nhy M. · S. 
Smith interprets 11 Pfeifergericht 11 as "Pipers' Court!' See 
Goethe, J. IV . von , Poetry and Truth, translat ed by M. S. 
Smith. London: G. Bell and Sons, 1930, pp. 14, 15. This 
whole ceremony was witnessed by the boy , Goethe,and he 
=='-"=-~ ·-----·---------==--==-~=-================ 
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24a 
describes it in his autobio~raphy. For the original German, 
see Buchlein , C. /\. . , Qoethe s Dichtung :!:!!,ld \1/ahrhei t . Erstes 
Buch. Boston: • C. Heath and Co. , 1896, pp. 22 , 23. 
38 Kappey, loc. £it. 
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Elizabethan Drama. Shawms figure prominently in 
the instrumental music accompanying Elizabethan drama. 
Taking their cue from the French who, since the late J! 
15th century h a d called the shawm, hautbois, the English II 
later adopted the v-rord hoboy and its various modifications. 
I The nam e howeboie first appears in England in the reign I 
of Queen Elizabeth: in 1561, the tragedy Gorbudoc by 
Sackville wa s set forth before the Queen and, as a pre-
lude to the fourth act which represented furies and 
murder, there was the "musicke of howeboies". 
In the 17th century, writers on musical instruments 
treat it as identical with shawm but in English and 
Scottich litera ture, the two are constantly mentioned 
as distinct: at the Kenilworth Festivities in 1575, 
the harmony of "hautbois and shalms" is recorded. Pro-
bably the word "shawm" wa s retained for deeper-toned 
shawms for some time, but in 1665, we read in the record 
of 11 The King's Musick')9 that Isaac Staggins was admitted 
to it 11 for the tenor hoboy". 
I n Shakespeare's plays, the in~ic ation of hautboys 
always i mplies a special importance in the stage music, 
I 
I 
'I 
.I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
\i 
/I 
generally connected with a b anquet, masoue, or procession,!! 
e. g . "hautboys ple.yine; loud music", 11 a lofty strain or 
two t o the hautboys 11 ~ "trumpets and hautboys sounded and 
39 Lafontaine, .Q.Q_. cit., p. 183. 
II 
!I 
I 
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drums beaten all together11 • 40 The word, hautboy, occurs 
only once in the text of Shakespea re: Henry IV~ Part II, 
Act III, sc. ii, line 332 near the end of Falstaff's 
soliloquy on old men and lying, where he says that 
Shallow wa s such a withered little wretch, that the case 
of a treble hautboy was a mansion for him, a court. 
Hovvever, _i n other Elizabethan playwrip-)lts we also 
find mention of hautboys. In Massinger's Guardian, 
the musicians who play for dancing are admonished thus: 
"Wire-string and cat-gut men and strong-breathed 
hoboy:s, 
For the credit of your calling, have not your 
instruments 
To tune , when you should strike it up ; but t\"'ang4 it perfectly." 1 
Banquets, dinners, and suppers were frequently accom-
panied by music, generally hautboys, fiddles, or trum-
pets. I n the masques of Campion , the hautboy s figure 
quite heavily, the band including a flute, two lutes, 
twelve violoncas, eighteen pautboys an~ sackbuts. We 
frequently find the hautboys play i ng alone when it gives 
the direction "Hautboys play". 
The shawm a s such is occasionally mentioned. It 
was appa rently considered a dignified instrument as 
Citizen George in 11 Knight of the Burning Pistle11 says, 
II 
II 
II 
I 
il 
II 
II 
II 
40 This and the following i s based on E. 'vv . Naylor' s li 
The roets and M!lsic. p. 100 ff. 
41 H. Macauley Fitzgibbons, "Instruments a nd their 
1 ~ , e Elizabethan Drama. 11 Musical Quarterly, Vol. 1, Xvii, 
July, 1931 , p. 319 . 11 
I 
I 
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"Ralph plays a st a tely part and he must needs have 
shawms, n42 and he offers to be "at charge of them myself 
rather than l'le 1 11 be without them". 43 
Thus, the shawm led a full and varied existence 
which its more flexible progeny , the late 17th century 
oboe, continued on a broader scale. 
III. T&~NSITION PERIOD - THE SECOND HALF OF 
THE SEVENTEENTH CENTURY 
Perhaps the best way to understand the nature of 
the change from the 17th century shawm to the early 18th 
century oboe is to pla ce side by side a representative 
instrument of each kind with a listing of its parts, 
measurements, etc.: 
Treble Shawm44 
1. Key: In C 
2. Lowest note: d' 
3. Bore: Conoidal 
4. Body parts : Four parts; 
a. short wooden 
staple. 
b. long body joint 
c. bell 
d. fontanelle 
c' (with open c' key 
closed) 
Conoidal 
Three parts: 
a. upper body joint 
b. lmver body joint 
c. bell 
42 This probably refers to a deeper or older form 
than the 16th century instrument. 
43 Fitzgibbons, loc. cit. 
44 The shawm is ~129 and the oboe is #133 in the Bo 
Mus. of Art Coll. These mea surements appea r for the 
. d e on n of Bessaraboff . cit. 
_!reble §[lawm 
5. Finger holes: six in f ront 
6. Other holes: a. Holes under fon• 
tanelle, not ac-
cessible for fin-
gering and not 
stopp ed by any 
key. 
b. Two vent holes 
bell joint 
7. Length without 63.8 em 
reed 
8. Diameter of the 73 . mm 
bell 
9. Bore: 
minimum· 3 mm 
maximum 18 mm. 
10. Length of conoidal 51 em. 
part 
29 
six in front; third 
and fourth are double 
a. c' hole with open 
over it, with 
double touch-
-pi ece 
b. T\vo d'# holes 
with closed keys 
c. Two vent holes on 
bell-joint 
57 em. 
5. e m:rm. 
7 mm. 
20 mm. 
47.5 em. · 
We notice first that the oboe had adopted from the 
lmver shawms an ext .ra key extending the range down to c'. 
The oboe has improved somewhat over the system of cross-
fingering and lipping in the shawm by having the third 
and fourth finger-holes double for f# and g# . The wooden 
staple and fontanelle of the shawm h ave been abandoned 
in the oboe. The long body joint of the shawm ha s given 
way to two body joints which will allow for some adjust-
ment of pi tch. The oboe length is less. The diameter 
key 
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is considerabl less on the oboe: 7: 20 or ratio of about 
:3 on the oboe , \vhereas it is 3:18 or ratio ·of about 1:6 
on the shawrn. This , along with a. less...:flared bell would 
ive the oboe a less harsh tone s i nce the oboe approaches 
more th e cylindrical. ve find throughout a trend towards 
r efinement of tone, intona.t on and ease of performanc e in 
the oboe. 
This refinement w~ s coincident with the notable 
development of the oboe bands in the 17th century. De-
riving the idea f rom the zamr and drum bands of the Turkish 
J anissar ies France adopted oboe bands in her army before 
1643. "By 1665 the mousauetai res had three oboes and five 
drums to ea ch company. In 1672 her dragoon regiments were 
furni shed with these instruments."45 Famous names among 
members of the French royal band were Hotteterre (Jean, 
Louis, Ni cholas ) , Philidor (Jean, n i re , and Fr e.ncois), 
Gilles Allain , Destouches , etc. 1~6 By 1678 England took 
the cue introducing six "hoboys" attached to the newly-
formed Horse Grenadiers. " A. few years l a ter the Bri tish 
dragoons were allowed one oboe 
45 Milit .-:, ry Music, Henry George Farmer, p. 20 ff. 
46 Schlesinger, Kathleen, "Oboe" in Encyclopedia Brit-
tanica, 11th ed., p. 951 ff. Discussing the Philidors, 
the article in Baker 's Biographical Dictiona ry pf J'viusicians 
(4th ed., Ne"' York, G. Schirmer, Inc.: 1940 , p. 84?) sta tes 
tha t 4. ndre Philidor \vas in the King's band in 1659, a.nd in 
1699 comPosed a suite of dances for violins and oboes. 
Fr~::mcois - Philidor (1726-95) composed t1~ro v.rorks with oboe: a 
set of twelve ll.riettes neriodigues for vocal solo with violi , 
-~ bass , oboe and horn , a.nd L 1\.rt de la Modulation, quartet0..Q. 
---=-==-=-=ll,-==~7;o~vP.o1o - -- a-ss. 
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and two side drums to e a ch comuany."47 
vrnile the oboe was increa sing i n prominence throu gh 
oboe b ands, i t wa s invited back into the court music a l 
g roup s fr om v-rh ich its rougher father h a d been recently 
dep osed. I n 1671, the oboe, as such, wa s used for the 
first time in the orchestra of the Paris Opera in Pomona 
by Cambert. Along with the bassoon, it wa s the only 
wind in strument regularly found i n the orchestra of the 
17th century a nd there was hardly a n orchestra without , 
at the least, a pair of oboes. However, there were no 
sp ecific separa te parts written for oboes and bassoons 
y et b ecause their u s e was ma inly to pla y a nd build u p 
the string p a rts , the string s being the main body of the 
48 40 
orchestra fro~ the 17th century on. Carse ~ gives 
us the makeup o f the orchestra at t he end of the 17th 
cen tury a s follows: 
1. a central keyboard or chorda l instrument 
2. a f our p a rt string orchestra 
3. a pair of oboes (or flutes) with bassoons as bas 
4. a pair of trump ets and drums 
The orchestra of Count " Anton Gunther at Arnstadt had 
tvro oboes in 1690 while t h a t of King of Poland in Dresden 
47 Farmer, loc. Qit. 
48 Thi s is based ma inly on The Orchestra by Adam 
Ca rse. p. 16 ff. 
3 2 
had six oboes in 1697.5° 
The sound of these orchestras must have indeed 
contained much of the reedy quality of the oboes and 
bassoons. 
The history of the oboe starts in prehistoric times 
with the end of a cylindrical plant stalk being pressed 
flat, giving the effect of a double reed. Its e a rly, 
development is in the Semitic world where up to the 2nd 
centu.ry A. .D. v<e find single or double cylindrical oboes 
of varying lengths cont a ining three or four fingerholes. 
By the 2nd century, however, a new type has appeared 
with a conical bore, short heavy body, separate reed and 
a flat, oval-shaped pirouette below the reed. This zamr 
type finds its ~vay into Europe in great numbers abaut 
the year 1000. It is played with the reed inserted en-
tirely into the mouth. In the 13th century, however, 
along with this type, we also find another type which is 
slim with a pear-sha ped bell and is played with the lips 
on the tip of the reed. The zamr-type continues to be 
. used during the 14th century in instrumental groups of 
varied instrumentation and timbres for dancing and other 
50 Adam Carse, !he Orchestra in the 18th Century, 
pp. 18 and 20. 
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festivitie s , in military b ands , and for si gnalling. 4t 
thie time, the shavJJTI (the Europea n name f or the zamr-type) 
is made in treb l e and alto forms an d h 8,s seven evenly-
spaced finger hole s and widely-flaring bell. The lowest 
hole is duplicated , one being p lugged depending on which 
hand is pla ced below . In particular, the h igher instrument 
is c a lled the sha.vnn ( in F:rance, hautbois) and the lower is 
called the pomm e r ( in ~ranee, gros-bois). By the 15th 
century a bass pommer is added and the fontanelle is used 
for the first time , indicating the addition of a k ey or 
keys . The popular ty of shawms in military bands continues 
to increa se until its culmination in the oboe bands in the 
las t half of the 17th century. ·In the early 16th century 
the instrumen t is narrower and uses an enlon~ated tube- l ike 
nirouette which come s up f a rther on the reed allowing f or 
le ss reed in the mouth and thus a less h a rsh tone. In-
strument s beg in to adopt the many-part voce.l forms; thi s, 
together with the p revalent desire f or a whole family of 
similar timbre produces, by 1618 , a consort of seven shawms. 
Their lowest n otes sound: 
Ext ended by 
keys to :> 
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A chang e in musical style a t the beg innin . of the 17th 
c e ntury in favor of emotional a nd d yne.mic f lex i b il ty c a u ses 
the shawms and the other ,,-r i nd inst ruments in cour t m1 eica l 
c i rcles to be reulaced b y stri ngs. Howeve r, completing , 
by 1671 , its t r u 1s i t ion from she.wcn t o ob oe , th e new i nstru-
ment has become nar r o·.-1er and more delicnte . Now, a d d ed 
k e y s and i mp roved lat he work p romote grea te r fle x ibilit y 
and refinement of tone color. Consequently , the n ew oboe 
find s i t s place in the r a n k s of t h e late 17th century 
orche s tra where its doubling of the violin parts creates 
t h e characteristic r e edy fullness e xpected i n tha t time. 
-- - --=- - -=-~ --=----==- - -===-~ 
CHAPTER II 
THE CONS'rRUCTI01'J OF THE XVIIITH CENTURY OBOE 
- - . - -- ----- ----- - -
Ho\<r di.d the 18th century oboe look'? What changes did 
it undergo? Vfuo were makers of the oboe? Tfuat fingering s 
can be deduced from t ablatures of the time? These questions 
will be discussed in this chapter. 
I. DESCRIPTION 
The starting point of this description is the body 
material of the instrument . Then i n order come consideration 
of jointing , the bore, the turnery (lathe-turning the outside 
of the body ), the holes , the finish, the keys, and the reed. 
The main emph a sis h as been on the English oboe. The Con-
tinental models follov.J" closely the English types and differ 
only in minor points.l 
Body Materials. Makers in the 18th cent ury used a varie y 
2 
of materials fro~ which they cut the body of the oboe. 
Am ong these are the following \·mods: bOX'ttTOod, maple, nut 
wood, and ebony. Makers particularly in Germany and England 
u s ed boxwood a grea t deal. H. Grenser in Dresden employed 
1 These points are , for example, the u s e of shallO\ver, 
less elaborate turnery and the use of square pads while the 
English were using round pads on their keys. 
2 :r.fodern oboes are made mainly of one material -
Grenadilla wood. 
='-="-!! ----
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this for his fine oboe, #364 in the Leipzis museum. 3 Work-
men in Italy and France seemed to prefer ebony and ivory. 
The famous Venice maker, Fornari, mostly used ebony but 
#373 in the same museum shows one of his instruments made 
in 1792 of ivory with gold keys and decorative rings of 
I 
mahogany wood ~ Prudent a Anvers, a fine French workman, 
used ebony vli th silver keys and ivory ring s in #372 in the 
same museum. 
The length of material to oe cut for the full length 
of the instrument plus tenons varied from 64 . 16 em. (c. 25! 11 ) 
at t he beginning of the 18th century to 61.9 em. (24 3/8") 
at the end of the century. Taking the fi gure for the later 
instruments, this overall length \vas cut into three sections 
of 23.49 em. (c. 9i ") for the upper joint, 23.81 em. (9 3/8") 
for the lower joint, and 14.6 em. (c. 5 3/4") for the bdll. 
The length of the tenon on the upper joint vTa s 2.06 em. 
(c. 13/16") with a corresponding socket length in the lower 
joint. The length of the tenon on the lower joint was 2.7 em 
(c. 1 1/16") 1-ri th a corresponding socket length in the bell. 
These measurements are for a late instrument4 and therefore 
shorter in a ll dimensions than those earlier in the century. 
3 See under Wit, Paul de in bibliography 
4 By Milhouse, London - #21 in Halfpenny, The English 
2-and 2:Keyed Hautboy. 
~~--=-~~=-==~========-========-~~~=--=-=--=-================================" 
Jointing . A primary difference between the shawm and 
the oboe is the use o f the tenQg and socket joint on the 
oboe while the shawm is all in one piece. Halfpenny postu-
lates four reasons for the first use of joints.5 
1. Discovery of a deep-boring process for small work 
on the lathe, which gave more speedy, more accurate 
results. Since t h is could not be done the full length 
of the instrument for fear of splitting the wood , 
joints were used a nd the lathe guaranteed proper cen-
tering. 
2. With shorter joints, mtes could be more easily 
tuned by "undercutting" the fingerholes. 
3. lternative joints of different lengths would help 
in adjusting to pitch variations. 
4. Joint ed instruments are easier to carry. 
Bore. The bore of the 18th century oboe undergoes a 
g r a dua l narrowing from the beginning of the century to the 
end. It is a continuation of this process of narrowing with 
its concur rent rise in p itch which was so noticeable in 
the evolution f rom the sha'tlTil to the early oboe. This process 
continues through the 18th century culminating in the modern 
oboe bore. 
The bore of the 18th century oboe at its narrowest point 
(about an inch belO\'T the top Of the . instrument) USUally ex-
ceeds • 63 em. (c. ·~"). Above this point the bore expands 
39 
6 
conically upwards to receive the reed. Below this point 
6 In the modern oboe, the bore (above the narrowest 
point) is also larger to receive the reed. However, this 
section is cylindrical to a ccomodate the cylindrical cork. 
This cork covers the conical tube ("w<rhich should be a smaller 
extension of the bore of the oboe) upon which the cane is 
mounted . 
cane 
reed tube 
(ext ension of bore ) 
-
- ---0 cork cover- ~
~ ----- cylindrical re'ed well .~ narrm'lest po i nt of 
instrument bore 
---------con ical bore 
The question as to the reason for the c onical flaring up-
wards in the 18th century instrument has hot been solved 
by t h is v.rri ter. In that day, the cane was not mounted on a 
tube but \vas j u st rounded and tied e,t the bottom like a 
modern bassoon reed. How would tha t fit into a conical pas-
sage? 
r-1 ---------- all cane reed 
\~j ------- conical upwar ds 
-
-----narrowest point 
----- coni ca l do\vn1fTar ds 
Could it be that the reed wa s pushed down until its bottom 
reached the narrov1est point of the bore? In this case, part 
of the cane would be inside the instruments. And this would 
give a higher pit ch than heretofore maintained. 
39a 
Or, wa.s this a means by v-rhi ch pitch could be adjusted? That 
would mean,that, if a person wanted a hi gher pitch, he 
would make a smaller base to the reed, causing it to slide 
in farther. ~nd conversely , a flatter Ditch would be 
achieved with a broader base for the reed. 
·-- --·- ------·-======== 
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the bore expands to a bout 1.75 em. (c. 11/16") at the bottom 
of the lower joint. The bore proper a t the top of the bell 
(n ot the sock et) is a bruptly l a r ger t han that mea.surement. 7 
The bore of the bell is cylindrical a t the c-holes. 
From this point there is a pronounced flare to the bottom 
of t he b e ll. However, t he bottom rim of the bell is not a 
continuation of the fl a re but is a narrO \\rer diameter. This 
gives the appea r ance of a ~ groove recessed internally 
usually about . • 32 em. (c. 1/8") in depth. 8 
A scale drawing of the bore as described a bove is on 
the f ollowing page. This bore is taken from plate I V on 
p. 42 , shmving a l a te instrument o f the century with a 
notably narrower bore than the early instruments. Tenons 
a nd sockets are not shown to present a cross-section of the 
single bore. The abrupt change s in diameter at the joint s 
are ind ica ted. The fi gures are the measurements of the 
diag r am and should be multip lied by 1.6 to give the true 
d i mensions of the instrument. 
7. This abrupt cha n g e h a s the t wofold e f fect of length-
ening the tube and softening the bell notes. Modern oboists, 
when they want to produce an expecially soft low note will 
remove the bell entirely for a c • or c;¥' • On the instrument 
of this s tudy , this is i mpossible as the c-holes are in the 
bell . However, a n a brupt increa se in diameter a s stated 
above would soften the lowe r notes. ]Less easy to explain 
is the occasional a ppearanc e of a s imilar abrupt change from 
the top joint to the lower joint. 
8. The primary purpose of t h is is to prevent s p lits from 
"rumning " a nd to relieve s t ress as the "~tlood seasoned. This 
change is rea lly not enough of itsel f to soften the bell-not , 
=v=· =-tr== and.d~e.~wh-i.c..b.=i-8 oLt_eJl~e~p~e_ss_e_d..AJa tb.i-s-oG.e.±l:l:l.ast.Jre~· • J 
I 
J 
------ • 4 om • 
• 25 c (n n.rro::0st 
point ) 
. 6 em. 
------ .7 em (abrupt ehan3 ) 
I_ -.85 em . (abrupt change) 
. 1.1 em. 
cylindrical 
at c-holes 
Ratio - 1 : 1.6 
----2 . 4 em . 
' ---- 1.8 em. 
top 
top bottom 
Upper joint Bell Lower Joint 
Plate IV in Eric Halfpenny' s The English 2-and 3-Keyed 
Hautboy. 
. I . !ll 
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Turnery. The changes in turnery, holes, finish, and 
l{eys found in instruments from di:f'·ferent parts of the 18th 
century can be trHced by mee.ns of reference to four English 
t ypes . Halfpenny calls them Types A, B, C, and D and they 
have the follovling approximate chronology : 
~A- first part of 18th century u p to about 1734. 
~ ~ - middle 18th century - about 1734 - 1763 
~ Q - about 1763 - 1789 
11£~ ~ - about 1789 - 18?? 
Type A is the "Baroque instrument", its foremost maker 
being Stanesby, Sr. Type B was made by Stanesby , Jr. 
(d. 1754) and Schuchart (active 1763) and wa s common in 
France, Type C is the most typical English forTJ and is as-
so cia.ted with Mozart's visit to England. Its makers were 
Cahusac and Milhouse. TypeD is the final form of the simpl . 
oboe to ;,v-hich additional keys vvere subsequently added. Its 
makers were also Cahusac and Milhouse.9 
The turnery of the Type A oboes is generally elaborate 
and deep. rhere are three swelling s which are ba lanced at 
the bottom by the heavy-lipped bell. Each of these four 
prominences has a two-fold purpose: 1. to provide artistic 
balance and 2. to strengthen a thin or much-used section 
of the instrument. The highest swelling, the graceful 
baluster, prevents damage from repeated insertions of the 
9 For examples of these types see PlatesTI and JII , pp. 44 45 
and Plate IV , p. 42. 
Upper joint Lo'fler joint 
Plate II in Eric Halfpenny's ~he Engl ish ~-and 3-Keyed 
HautboY'. 
\.._., " 
"'-"" 
c D A B c D 
Pla te III in Eric Halfpenny 's The English 2-and 3-Keyed 
Hautboy. 
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reed (at the same time preventing too much change of temper-
ature \vhich would cause condensation) . The next t"t·ro lov1er 
s wellings are at t he socket s to prevent deterioration be-
cause o f rep eated insertion of the tenon joints. The thick 
lip of the bell protects the very thin wallslO of that sec-
tion from damag e. 
Narrovr rounded ring s are found surrounding the bell 
just above the rim, above and below the c-holes, and above 
and below the various aforementioned swellings of the turn-
ery. Besides an ornamental purpose , they serve to prevent 
s _lits from "running " and to relieve stresses as the vmod 
seasons. 
There are t\vo heavy ringsll (on the lov.rer joint below 
the fingerhole s ) vlhich are used to carry the pivot pins for 
the c- and e b-keys. They both circ le the instrument com-
pletely. The upp e r ring h as a square se ction 9rofile a nd 
carr ies the pivo t pins for the t Ho eb -keys and the top part 
of the c-key. The lov1er ring has a semicircula r section 
nrofilel2 and carries the pivot pin for the bottom p a rt of 
the C-kay. Both of these ring s a re notched to a ccomoda te 
the key rod. 
In Type B the t rnery has become simplified a nd func -
10 I n some spots 1.6 
-
2.4 mm. thick . 
11 See section on keys, pp. 49-52. 
12 Se e X-ra y, p. 42 . 
--~~----- ------
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tional. The three sv-rellings are now much plainer, less 
deep while the lip of the bell is much thinner. There are 
almost no narro1rT rounded. rings. The back of the key rings 
a re often cut away leaving only small prominences in f ront 
a s key mounts. 
The upper joint of Typ e C is perfectly strai ht and the 
swelling a t the two s ocket joints is very slight, ne a t and 
vase-like ~ There a re no narro'\ilr rounded ri nes and the f u ll 
key ring s of Type .. are found equa lly as much Rs the cut-
away sections of Type B. 
Typ e D shov.rs a. r eversion to the highly ornamented 
Baroque pattern of Type A. \•ri th modifications: the top S\'lel-
lin~ is wider and squatter, the s ockets are thicker and more 
angular, and the narrow rings are mor e elaborat e and deeply 
cut. The full Type A l{ey rings invariably reappea.r. 
The e xterna.l shapes of the bells of Types A, B, and C 
fol low the internal flare of the bore, A being quite pro-
nounced ,,;hile B a n d C are moderate. Hm.,.ever, in Type D the 
externa l form no longer follows the interna l flare but a dopts 
a v ari ety of forms a ll associ8.ted vli th the E5r adual thicken-
ning of the '·ra lls of the bell a.s it expand s to the mouth. 
Gener ally Type D shot1 s a. striving for mor e durability in an 
instrument v1hose body was bec omin g p ro c;ressi vely sl iJJmer and 
lighter. 
__ jj __ 
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Tone holes. On Type A oboes there are eleven tone hole 
- s ix ma in hole s covered directly by fingers (of these the 
third and fourth are double holes), hro holes, covered by 
e~-lceys, one hole producinp.; the note d' when the c-key is in 
its natura l open position, and two holes on the bell pro-
duc i n g c' when the c-key is closed. These are ple..ced dia-
metrically opposite at the same level. 
In the uuuer loint, the fingerholes are small and drille 
obliquely - the t\vo uppermo s t up,.rards and the twin holes 
dot~wards. The twin holes are smaller tha n the others. 
They are drilled side by side, one a little loiver than the 
other, the surface being cut flat to make easier coverage 
of both holes. 
The fingerholes in the lower joint 8.re considerably 
l ar ger tha n those in the upper joint. The top fin~erhole is 
a twin , one slightly higher than the other and both obliquely 
bore upv.ra rds. The lmver two are bored more toward the per-
pendicular. 
Drilling tone holes obliquely lengthens them and this 
improves the tone quality. This sort of tone hole existed 
on the 17th century sha,vm1 3 and it 'vas used on the best oboes 
throughout the 18th century. 
In Type B, the top fingerhole of the lo1orer joint is 
occasionally only a single hole. However, in Type C this is 
13 l/344 in de \"lit, .QQ. cit . 
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generally the case, an,::3_ in Type D there is again a return to 
the twin hole. Otherwise the makeup of the tone holes is 
pretty much the same as in Type A. 
Finish. The finish of Type A was usually a mottled 
effect produced by treatment v.ri th acid. In the es,rliest ex-
amples of this t yp e a light brown polish is the general color 
but i n l ater exam')les this changes to a da rk brown. Type 
B and C appeared mostly with a very dark polish, nearly black 
but with a reddish tinge. Type D had a natura l-polish finish 
using the golden-yellow color of these box wood instruments 
as its basis. 
~ys. On t he Type A oboes there are three keys situated 
at the bottom of the lower joint just below the six main 
fingerholes. They lie long,.rays on the instrument and are 
made of sheet metal, usually silver, sometimes brass. There 
is a central openl4 c-key with a double touchpiece and two 
closed15 e~ -keys placed on opposite sides of the c-key. With 
14 When the touchpiece of an open l{ey is not pres sed, 
the pad remains open. An open key is a l \vays in at least tvm 
sections, one section acting as a touchpiece or lever to 
raise an end of the other section. A. s this\end is raised, the 
opposite end which conta ins the pad is lowered closing the 
hole. Tne connection between the t wo sections is a sleeve 
or hooking arrangement. A pivot pin is ;required for ea ch 
section. 
15 closed key in these instruments i s a single lever, 
one end containing the -ps,d, the other the touchpiece. ~ 
spring under the touchpiece l{eeps it up and the pad doim. 
thi s arran gement either hand could be 9laced in the lower 
position. 
These keys h a ve short fl a t spring s to keep the touch-
pieces in an up position. They are mounted on the wood 
of the instrument and press loosely against the underside 
of the touchpiece. To prevent side play of the keys due 
to wea r, the keys shape out into cross-spurs just below 
the touchpieces . 
cro s s- snurs 
- s quare section ring 
11:----4 
E ~ -Key 
0-Key (top part ) 
50 
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The e~ey is short a nd symmetrical with circular touch-
pieces and pads. It pivots in the center on a p ivot pin 
l hich passes through the middle of the key a nd fastens into 
the square- section ring of the turnery. A ,_ roove in this 
rin~ allmvs the key to rocl{ up and down. 
The c-key has an articulated lever the top part of 
'ltrhi ch . i vots in the square section ring and the lmv-e r part 
in the semi circular-section ring of the turnery. The 
double touchpiece is differently shaped from l a ter patterns 
in that it lies close enough to the tube to be pressed only 
half-vray d own for c#' • T:l'li s wa s done by a nchoring the 
little finger on the body of the instrQment and moving only 
slightly the first joint of that finger. This c#' appears 
only in the e 2 rliest tablatures of the 18th century and 
is abandoned later. There was probably a two fol d reason 
for this: 1. the difficulty of fing ering c#' , and 2 . the 
muffled quality of the tone vrhen p rodu ced in this 1.-ra, • 
By 1734, or about the time Type B comes into promin-
ence, the non-use of the left harid eb -key is widespread. 
However, even into the e a r ly 19th century, some instruments 
ca.rry t h e.t l{ey as a vestigial remain even though there may 
not h ave been a hole drilled beneath its pad. Nevertheless 
with this t ype we see the beginning of the 2-keyed oboe 
vlith only the right hand e~ -key. Thi s is a.n indication 
that about this da te (17 34) the pos ition of the lower i ght 
hand ...,ra.s adouted ___ Qn th 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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casionally a single right hand touchpiece on the c-key. 
Generally speaking, however, the double touchpiece , made 
more elegant and slimmer, was retained as a convention into 
the 19th century . After Typ e A, this touchpiece is no 
longer close t o the body of the instrument indica ting the 
non-use of c# ', a fact verified by va rious fingering tabla-
tures. 
The springs of the Type B keys are now riveted to the 
underside of the touchpiece and move in the groove in the 
key mount. 
Type C brings about the abandonment of cross-spurs 
on the eP-key and the use of thicker metal (filed or forged 
from solid metal) in place of sheet material of earlier 
keys. Type D adopts the almost universal use of two silver 
keys with octagona l pads, the sides of which are scalloped 
on the upper edges. 
In the first part of the 18th century the attempts to 
add new chromatic keys for g# and a# by Gerhard Hoffmann16 
and a long left hand c#'-key by Q,uantz did not prove sue-
cessful. Another hundred years had to pass before such 
chromatic keys achieved a secure place on the instruments . 
16 C. S. Terry, Bach's Orchestra , p . 95. 
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Reed. Little definite information is forthcoming on 
the construction or dimensions of the reeds of this time. It 
appears that they measured about 11 mm. across the top (or 
3 mm. vTider tht:m the modern oboe reed). They 1trere not tied 
on a metal tube like the modern oboe reed but were tied at 
the base of the two lips of ca ne so that the base was rounded 
in the manner of the modern bassoon reed. 
The wider the reed, the flatter in pitch and tone qualit , 
and the duller a nd darker the tone will be . 1 7 Thus, contrary 
to an oft-ex~ressed opinion , this relatively great width 
would of itself tend to produce a softer, more dulcet tone 
than that of the modern oboe reed. Of cours -3 , this question 
of tone quality is a ga in complica ted by i gnorance of the 
quality of the cane used, since the l~rger and more widely 
spaced the fibers , the coarser the tone will be. 
II. MAKERS 
On the following pages a ;'Jpears a list of 18th century 
oboe makers vii th all available information on each. vlherever 
possible an oboe has been cited beside its maker. The name 
of the collect ion \vi th the number of the instrument in tha t 
collection ha>s been listed. · The abbreviations refer to the 
17 Of cours e a limit of width ca n be reached at which the 
vibration of the reed t a kes precedence over that of the tube 
to which it is attached. The result is mainly a buzz. 
following : 
Bavar - Bavarian ~fuseum 
Bo s - Boston Museum Fine rt s 
Brus - Brussels Mu seum 
Horn - Horniman Collection in London 
Leipz - Leipzig Museum 
T-1et - Metro:politan Iv'fu seum of Art , N. Y. 
Vien - . Vienna ~.fuseum. 
For full listing of the catalogs of these collections see 
the bibliography under these abbreviations. 
Name 
Ashbury, John 
Astor 
Bradbury, Jo 
Bres s an 
Cahusac 
MAKERS 
Location Number 
of Example in Collection Remarks 
Enp.:land 
Horn. 88 lvorked in London from 
1755-1798 
Clementi & Broderip 
Collier, T. 
Goulding, ~ ·food 
Hallett, Bens. 
Kusder 
II 
Milhouse 
Norman 
Schuchart 
Stanesby, Jr . 
Stanesby , Sr. 
Terton , Ti' . 
& eJo. Horn. 18 
Horn. 258 
Bos. 137 
Bos. 135 
. ., 
In london 1799-1804 
In London 1760- 1780 
In Newark, London 
In London 
Died 1754 . Born 1692. 
ied 1734 
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Name "ocation Number Remarks 
of Example in Collection 
c us 
De sse (Jacaues 
or Christophe 
Lot, Thoma.s 
Mai rh, I. 
Prudent A nvers 
Triebert, Guill~ume 
Fornari · 
II 
Denner, Joh. 
Grenser, Grundmann 
Grenser, H. 
" Koeni gsperger, I.W. 
Kress, ~~r. 
Miller, C. 
Richters 
Rottenburgh, I.H. 
Steenbergen, I 
Hammig 
Lemp 
France 
1et. 
orn. 
Brus. 
Leipz. 
894 
Paris. Both brothers were 
2Q2 oboe makers . 
961 
372 Probably Prudent Thierriot 
1770-1848. Born in Ger-
many naturalized in France 
worked in P~ris. Father 
of Frederlc, important 19th 
century oboe maker and 
innovator . 
Italy 
Leipz. 
Bas. 
371 
136 
Made, 1792 in Venice 
Made, 1815 in Venice 
Germany 
Vi en. 
Brus. 
Leipz . 
Bas. 
Bavar. 
NE332 
962 
367 
370 
133 
38 
Netherlands 
Brus 
Horn. 
Brus. 
Brus. 
964 
210 
966 
967 
Austria 
II Worked in Nurnberg 
1ilorked in Saxony 
\'larked in Dresden 
Vi en. 
Brus 
NE335 \'larked in Vienna 
963 irlo rked in Vienna 
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III . FINGERING ND T~ BL~ TURES 
A.. Gene ral r_emarks on fingeriQE the 18th centu.r;y oboe. 8 
In t h i s century, the various fingering s ev olved naturally 
from fingerings of previous instruments. The basic phy s ical 
l aw concerned requires that the consecutive shortening of 
a vibrating tube is accompanied by a proportionate· rise 
in pitch. 
Using the full length of the tube down to the c -holes 
( .e. with all the f i nger-and pad-holes covered) c 1 is 
p roduced. _4_ Q ma j or scale from c 1 to c 1 1 is obtained by 
the gr a dually shortening the vibra ting length of the tube. 
Th s is acc omplished b the consecutive opening of holes 
from the lowest t o the hi ghest. 
C I • • • ••• c. 0 ----------------c - holes on bell / 
.•• 0----------
/ d I • • • 
' • 0 
I e' • 
• • 
• 0 0 
I 
0 0 • 
f# I • e • 
g ' • • • / 
a ' • • o o · O c I 
f1 0 0 
( 4 
'r i~h """to ~cr..,d 
d hole uncovered by 
letting u p pad of 
c-key 
c - pressed c-key 
et- p ressed eV -l~ey 
18 Unless a sin le section of a twin hole is concerned , 
a. hole is indicated with a single • oro, to indicate closed 
or open fingerhole . 
I 
_j __ _ 
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The sca.le is the n ext·ended upward to c''' beginning v.r ith 
the d ' fing ering and a ain con secut i vely opening the holes. 
There is a s li ght variation of fing ering s ( i.e. in the 
f# 1 ' and c 1 ' ') for the s ake of pi t ch adjustment . In t his 
u oper ext ension, the fir st overtone in the harmonic series 
is used. This i s a ccomplished by biting harder with the 
lips a nd blowing h arder , also occasionally using a vent 
hole. 1 9 
d'' 
-
C I I I is produced as foll ov.,rs: 
/ \'~h+ ht. \c.. 
d' ' 0 • 
-
• 
-./ 
e' ' • • • • • 
0 
/ 
f # ' I • 
-
0 • • 20 • I 
g ' I • • 0 0 e. • / 
a '' • • 0 0 0 0 / 
b '' • 0 0 0 
0 c 
/ 21 
0 C1 0 0 C I I I 0 0 
19 A v ent hole is a hole uncovered nea r the top of the 
i ns trume n t causing an antinode to be p roduced at this spot. 
This divides the v.rave length into sm a ller comp onents and 
re sults in an upper harmonic . In t h e modern oboe, all upper 
harmonics are produ c ed i'fith the help of such vent holes . 
20 _ variation of f # ' 1 for the sake of intonation , it 
is derived from the g '' above it. 
21 A theoretical l y more log i cal fing ering than that 
for c''. 
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Ford''' and e''', the g ' and a' fingerings respectivel 
are used in the second overtone of the harmonic series. 
g ' 
a' 
• • • 0 0 C) 
•• 0 0 0 0 ~ 
oe-Vit" 'k o l~ 
d ill v o •• t>&o c:... 
e lI I • • 0 0 •• c: b 
(c-key to lower 
pi ten:) 
\ \ ..._ __.__ ____ v•• to 1 ovrer 
pitch) 
For f' ' ' and g' 1 ' , the fingering may be derived the-
oreti cally a_s either second or third overtone of the har-
monic series. 
2nd overtone ab'22 e.c eb-+ f"' •• 0 • 0 0 ~\.. • • 0 • 
3rd overtone f ' • • • • 0 • --.. f"' • • a • 00 
ce_b 
"' 
ue ~ l,r::.(-.::... 
gnd overtone bb' • o • o o e ~ g 111 • o • 
3rd overtone g ' ••• 0 0 0 ----.. .0" I I I • 0 0 • 0 0 0 
.,... u~* '-'.u(~ 
On the 18th century oboe v.rith its la.c k of the com-
pli cated key system of the modern oboe , chromatic altera-
tions take place mainly by cross-fingering. However, other 
methods of producing chromatic alterations are the follov1ing 
1. A hole ~artially onened . 
c#' in the early 18th century oboes was pro-
22 Considering a second overtone on the oboe, the fol-
l ov-ring is true: if the position of the second overtone, in 
the g eneral range of the ihstrument, is high , then it is 
derived from a note lower than the ordinary twelfth. So 
in this ca s e, considering f'' 1 and g ''' as second over-
tones, they should theoretically be derived from b~' and 
c'' but they are actually derived from aP' and b~' . 
duced by half-closing the pad of the c~key. 23 
g#' 0 (also f#' in the early oboe - • - • • o . ) 
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• 
was produced in this way . was • • • o o o 
• 
was • • o o o o• 
3. Sgecia.l chromatic key. 
The only one \vas the e 17 key for the note e l-1• or 
eJ, I I • 
4. A second Q£ thirQ overtone of a lower chromatic 
fingering ( vrhich h a s been produced either by 
cross-fingering or one of the above three methods ) . 
For example, a fingering for a.#'' is •. o ••• .t.~ 
Offhand, it looks like &~ a~' 1 which has been 
lo':rered by cross fingering from an a?' ' (see 
follovTing section on cross-fingering) . But , 
producing a#'' , it is seen to be a second over-
tone of d# 1 vii th the open hole acting as a vent 
hole. 
Cross-fingering, the main means of chromatic alter-
a.tion on these instruments, is accom:,1lished by closing the 
hole just below that hole from which a particular pitch 
is sounding. It is always an upper note which is lo\vered 
23 Because of a curved touchpiece (see section on 
Keys, p.49) and a relatively small hole (for easier shading 
of pitch), this note could be produced in such a way. 
Later instruments having a large hole and touchpiece that 
did not f ollow the curve of the instrument abandoned this. 
/ 
chromatically by covering a hole belo'i'r its ovm particular 
note hole. Consequently chromatic alterations obtained 
by cross-fingering are all derlva t i ves of upper notes. 
original note24 chromatic alteration 
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* - hole covered just be-
lm,r that from 1:1hich ori-
ginal not e sounds 
f#' • • • • 0 0 s-b f~ ' 0 • .. • • • • 
~ A-b a' • • 0 0 0 • 
-
g#' • • 0 • e 0 
"* b' • 0 c 0 0 0 a#' • 0 • 0 E> 0 ~ 
g ' I • • 0 'CJ 0 f:IJ:I I e • • 0 • • • /1 
~ eb a' I • • Cl 0 0 0 g#' I • • e:l • 0 • 
It c an be noticed above and in Chart A on p age 65 , 
that various holes which do not concern the primary p itch 
of a not e are covered or uncovered. Especially in p rom-
inenc e in this use are the third finger ri ght hand and 
the e ; -key . Covering or uncover i n g such holes is for the 
purpose of adjustments in intonation and tone quality , 
and the nature of the combination us ed depends upon the 
idiosyncracies of an individual instrument and player. 
B. Tablatures. Fing ering tablatures from four oboe 
methods covering the 18th century have been used for ar-
riving a t basic fingering s (with their v a riations - Chart 
A, ~ · 65) and for an understandin~ of cha ng es in these 
fingerings . Chart B , p. 67shows all the fingering s in 
===~=fl=====k-~ 24 Those notes obt a ined by successive shortening o:f t ht--
these methods in a suitable position for ·comparison. 
The oboe methods chronologically are: 
1. The Sprightly Companion •••••• l69525 
by John Banister the Younger , d. 1735. (Abbreviation in 
charts - S. Q.) 
2 . The Compleat Tutor for the Hautboy by 
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Charles and f.\.nn Thompson. London: 1758 . ( A.bbreviation -
Q. 1'_. ) 
3. Comnlete Instructions for Everv Musical Instrument 
by Joseph Gehot. Printed for G. Goulding.26 London: 178? 
( . bbreviation- C. I.) 
4. Instrlli~ental Preceptor ComprisiQB Instructions 
for the Clarinet, Hautboy, Flute and Bassoon •••• Compiled 
by William Whitely, Musical Instrument 111aker. Utica, N. Y. 
Seward and l,filliams: 1816. ( Abbreviation- l· f . ) 
By examining Chart A , 27 the following conclusions can 
25 As described in " .ll.. 17th-Century Tutor for the Haut -
b oy11 by Eric Halfpenny in Music and Letters, Oct., 1949. 
Most fingering s are not indicated. 
26 Perhaps Goulding , the maker of oboes. See Makers 
i n England , p. 54 • 
27 ~fuere, in the column on variations , there is an in-
dica.tion of no v a ri e,tion f rom the basic fingering and yet 
an alternative appears, it mec:ms tha t all methods use that 
basic fing ering but also an alternative fingering is used. 
be reached: 
1. Range - just before the beginning of the 18th 
century, it is two octaves (c 1 - c 1 11 ) "' hich is e xtended 
upwards to g 1 11 by 1816~ 28 
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2. I mprovements in intonation and t~ oualitv - Qy 17811 
By this time , we notice a major decrease in the use of 
adjusting holes (especially e ~-key and third finger right 
hand). The inclus ion of these in Q. T. indica te the pre-
occupation with i ntonation and tone quality about the middle 
of the century. 
3. Unsolvable to t his v-rriter is the reason in C. T . 
for a different , more complicated set of alterna tive finger-
ings in i ts tablature of a chroma tic scale. The diatonic 
scale fing erings, when different, are usually simpler. 
4. c# 1 is not found in the 1758 tablature or l a ter. 
C) 
5. f# 1 in 1695 is p roduced • • • • 0 • 
uncovering part of the twin hole is not indicated for thi s 
no te i n 1758 even though it is still a twin hole. It evi-
dent ly lacked go od quality and intonation. 
6 . &¥ 1 and g# 1 ' on the contra r y both use half of the 
twin hole uncovered as late as 1816. 
28 <\ ctually the upper limit of all wind instruments h a s 
alwa ys b een uushed hi gher by experimenting instrumentalists . 
Yet it is surpri sing to fin d the method £. I· v1ith a range 
only up to d 11 ' when Mozart had written his Oboe Quartet up 
to f'' 1 • 
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7. a' i s a sharp note throughout the 18th century 
indicated by the use of the third finger right hand. This 
i s not s o with a ' 1 exceot in C.T. 
~ --
8 . l<'rom a " - c" ' there i s indec i sion throughout 
the century whether t o favor the f i rst or second overtone s 
of the ha r monic series. 2 9 This is seen in the alternate 
sets of fingerings offered: 
Note 1st Overtone 
Fingerin~ 
a '' 
a '' 
a# '' 
a# '' 
b' I 
b' ' 
c ' I I 
C I I I 
•• 0 0 00 
• 0 0 0 0 0 
2nd Overtone 
Fingering 
•• 0 ••• c. 
•• 0 ••• JL.b - - --
•• 0 •• 0 Jt.~ --.--
e. • • • • 0 
Fingering of 
fundament a l 
a ' 
. -
0 oo. 
c ' • • • ••• c 
a# ' • o • ooo 
ep' • • • • •• Jl ~ 
b' • Q 0 ooo 
e' • • • • • 0 
C I I ~ • 0 coo 
e '' • • • • • 0 
Generally spee.king , hovvever , for c 1 1 1 .the first half of the 
century gr avitates tows.rds the first over tone whi l e the 
second h alf prefers the second overtone. 
9. c# '' 1 -e 1 ' 1 are defi nitely second overtones while 
f '' ' - g '' 1 are either second or third overtone s .3° 
By 1695 as indicated in The Sorightly Companion by its 
" Table of Shakes '' the oboe wa s already r e cogni z ed a s a 
soloi st i n its own right . Vlhile shakes or tri lls on notes 
29 I n the modern oboe these note s are invariably first 
overtones . The effect of the second overtones is an inter-
esting one and known by fe1v c omposers. It has the sound of 
the natural ha rmonic on the violin. 
30. See di s cus sion of t~is question, P·5B· 
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without cross fingerings involved no problem, those including 
cross-fingerings had occasiona lly to use "falset trillsn. 
An exam~le of this is seen in the trill a'-b b'; the regular 
fing erings of the left hand for thes e notes a re: 
a ' - • • o 
- . 0 • 
The :p robability of what modern terminology calls a 11 flub" 
(an unclea r cha n ge between notes) in this fing ering chang e 
led to the use of the f a l set trill. I n this case the trill 
would start with the correct fingering forb~ ' ( . o • ) but 
then in the alternation between a ' and b ~ ' , the_b b ' would 
be fingered as - a b ~ · ( 1. h . • o o ) . The lips were relaxed 
sufficiently to a pproximate a pitch between b ~ ' and b ' ' , 
which, ho11ever , a t the same time lm..;ered the a'. 
Be side the use of the falset trill in cases similar 
to the above, it W8 S also used in the d'-e b • trill ( b egin-
ning note eV' - •• • ••• e.b ; rest of t rill d' - ••• • • • , 
e In - , • • .. o , actually a n e f ). This 11ra s done to avoid 
the use -of the e V-key. Apparently the k ey was delicate 
and/or the s ·oring wa s too weak and t o o slow f or continued 
use. The open-key lever a rrangement of the c-key was evi-
dently more durable and speedier because of its indicated 
use in the c# 1 1 -d 1 1 t rill 
Probably because the c 1 1 1 v-ras difficult to at tack in 
the early 18th century oboe the Table of Shakes indica tes 
that th e b 11 - c 1 11 trill sta r ts on the b 1 ' ~ 
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IV . SUMM -RY 
The desire f or more refined and flexible performance , 
that in the 17th c entur y led to the a b andoni n g of the shawms, 
continued its insistent voice throughout the 18th century. 
The bore continued to be narrowed with an a ccompanyi n g 
thinness in the wood of the instrument. As a desire for 
less or nat e turnery ma de itself evident, the forme r rein-
forcin?. swel lin , s of t he early 18th cen t u ry instruments fell 
i nto di suse . However, oboe makers about 1790 soon awoke 
to the rea.liz a tion that a thin wood instrument was not v e ry 
dur able. The result was a sudden exagp;erated return to the 
turne r y of the e a rly century models . Pa rticular y noti ce-
able wa s the r e inforcin g of the bell. The external shap e 
on a ll earlier mode l s f o -l lm-red the internal flare but t '-r is 
de s ire for dura b ili ty led to a ll varietie s of outer f orm on 
l a t e models. 
Alon ~ with the narrowing of the bore, the diminishin 
lengt h of th e oboe body con t ribute s to a continual ris e in 
p itch. Wh i le , at the beg inning of the century , the oboe 
vlhen assembl e d averages !?,bout 59. 4 em. (c . 23 3/8") , a t the 
end the usu al is a bout 57.2 e m. (c . 22t"). For the body 
ma terial , makers in Germany a nd Engl e.nd p r efer box wood , while 
t hos e in Ita.ly a nd Fra nce prefer ebony, the \'ro od which is 
used in the modern instrument. 
By t e end of the c entur y t he l e ft hand e~ -hole is no 
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longer in u s e although a dummy key may remain. The uncer-
ta.inty of the top finger-hole of the lov-rer joint during the 
century, results in its being single in the early 19th cen-
tury . Attempts by Hoffmann a nd Quantz to add new chromatic 
keys for g#', a.# ' , a nd dP· do not curry universal favor and 
the two e P-and c-keys continue as the only representative s 
of their g roup. 
In all p robability the tone qualities of these instru-
ments v1ere much more dulcet than hitherto believed. 
The fingering s which evolve from a continual shorten-
ing of the vibrating length in combination with the use of 
first, second, and third overtones become gradually simpler 
as the b ore and fingerho l e s are improved. Cross-fingering 
remains the main means f or chromatic alteration. ~t the 
end of this century the instrument i J produced to which the 
' 
various multi-key systems of Triebert and hi s followers 
are added. 
CHli.PTER III 
OBOE MUSIC OF 
I • THE OBOE 1 S RETUR."N" -
L "- T "U RTER OF THE XVIITH CE NTURY 
He ha7e seen above , 1 that following its imp rovement , 
the obo e vras allmred to return to the court orchestra in 
1671 . ~s is the case with many instruments wh ich h ave be-
come regular members of the symphony orchestra , the oboe 
wa s r ee.dmitted because of its parti cular ability to portray 
certain ext r a - musical idea s in dramatic v-rorl-cs . Thus , 
oboes are found first i n operas , masques , and ba llets in 
the l e st qua rter of the 17th century. 
For example, i n thi s period , the oboe is often 
"''i t h deities of joy and revelry. Bacchus, the Greek god 
of revelry, lvho s e favorite instrument is the double-reed 
aulos, is mentioned in Purcell's Timon of .thens (1678) . 
He re revelry i s valued above spiritual love: "not your God 
of Love but the God of Revelry, Bacchus "-. In this bass aria 
"''i th two "hoboys" and continuo, the oboes introduce the 
movement and play all through it. 
1 End of Chapter I, p .3/ f. 
}f.P. II , 20 
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Oboes appear again in aria #9 in vrhich the god, Bacchus , 
sings and in aria #11 during which a n alto solo pra.ises 
wine over spiritual love. 
Besides hedonistic deities , oboes are also associated 
with deities in rustic surrounding s. Both of these ideas 
are combined in Lully's Alceste (1674) 2 where the following 
directions are given: "The nymph of the 'l'uileries advances 
vri th a group of dancing nymphs. The trees turn and see them. 
Ru stic deities are playing various instruments and fountains 
become Naiads who are singing, '1ihat is so nice a s to enjoy 
pleasures together.'" In consequence, there follows a 
Siciliano•like dance in which the oboes double the violin 
parts. Various sections of this dance are played without 
violins by the two oboes with continuo • 
.Q • Q ·1· , I I , 27 
~, 
• 
.. . . 
l 
I 
2 The f irst appearance of the oboe is in Cambert's 
Pomone produced in 1671 at what is now the Grand Opera in 
Paris. Unfortunately, only the piano condensati~n of that 
score was available to this writer. 
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In Draghi 1 s The Lant ern Qf DiQgenes (1674) , t hree 
oboes (p i f f a r o ) and ba s soon a r e used to depic t a ru s t i c 
dan c e in the ballet mu si c . 
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3 Joy is also associa t ed with the oboe. - In Zachow ' s 
cantata, Lobe den Herrn, meine Seele (c. 1 690) , a florid 
oboe s olo introduces the wor ds , " Come , happy nigh t of 
ueace . " 
DdT, XXI , 22 
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Occasionally , the oboe is used to deuict itself.4 In 
Lully ' s t lceste, a ritournelle for two oboe s a nd con inuo 
nt r duces a son ,.,. a 0ut the " sv1eet voice of the hautbois. " 
There follo alternations between the s ~me text and the 
oboes. 
· CL , II , 27 
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It ha s been generally the case that a musical inst ru-
me t is em-::>1 yed in opera before it is us ed in the forms 
of " absolut e music". The reason for this i s obvious: to 
portray more v i v idly a s pecific dramatic feeling deuicted i 
the story, t he composer is moved t o extend hi s palette of 
color. In achievin~ this end , he often employs n instru-
discussion of Mozart ' s La f i nta lard niera, 
-- ------ ---~~~~~ 
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ment, the to not sed i n o era. Once this instrument 
bec ome s a veteran i n the o rche stra o f the ~er , the way s 
op en to t s inclus on n the ryurely mus C!=!.l form • T11. s, 
the clar net is used n Gl uck ' l£h iv,en ie en T~~ride n 
1 779 a.nd in Mozart' s Idomen eo in 1781 b e fore th e latter 
composer f r st emp oys it in his symphon es, i.e . in the 
,reat E ~ ~aj or symDhony of 1788 . 
Th e s .me procedur ho l ds true for the oboe o e h '11.dred 
y ears earl er when, after i t s dramatic a npren t ceship, the 
oboe {! radually admit ted to the purely mus cal f orms ike 
the conc ert ~ r o sso. For e xamule, in 1682, concerning the 
concertina parts in his six concerti gross i from ~rm n co 
trib to, Ge o ge Muffat ( 645-1704) s a ys, "If there ar 
pr ~ sent , amon~ the mu sicians , players 0f the del cate haut -
bois , the c0nc e r t no arts (2 treble nd bass) ca. b e 
~l ayed by 
them with great success . 11 5 The fact that Muffat mentions 
t h is leads one to believe that a t that time, it was a ne\v 
idea. These conc erti grossi are for a conce rtina of 2 
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violins or o boes and cello Q!: bassoon 1-•ri th a ripieno of 5-
""/ 
part string orchestra and c embalo. 
lJTO , XI " , 31 
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In 1701, Johann Fux, in his serenade #1, assi gns the 
trio of a minuet to a solo grou~) of t'~ro oboes and bassoon. 
DTO, XXIII", 16 
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Having seen hmv the oboe '.vas first readrni tted after 
its exnulsion, we will ~ow examine how it was scored in 
the Baroque orchestra with especial emphasis on Bach's 
US 03 Of it. 
II . GENER'\ L REMARKS ON BAROQUE 
SCORI NG FOR OBOE 
In this period, the orchestral oboe is used solo or 
comb i ned with other oboes in a s e ction. The l atter use 
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far exceeds the former. The oboe parts6 may be two, three, 
or four in number and may call for a section of t wo oboes, 
two oboes and bassoon , ? three oboes, three oboes and bas -
soon, or t wo oboes, taille (tenor oboe) , and bassoon. 
These sections were used mainly to reinforce the string • 
Rockstro v.ras undoubtedly right vrhen he wrote: It "In Handel's 
time , . it was always understood , that, in the tutti pas sages 
the violins were to be reinforced by the hautboys, and the 
violoncellos by bassoons, in much stronger proportion 
than that to which we are now accustomed, whether the names 
of those instruments 'vere mentioned in the score or not. uB 
Hovrever, as string parts became more difficult , the \vritten 
oboe parts developed into simplified extracts of those 
parts. 
The oboe section not only doubled the strings. It was 
considered the equal of the strings in every way. Thus~ 
it was used in · ·imitation of and in alternation vri th the 
strings. Often it linked the string section with the trum-
pet and drum section. 
In choral works, the oboes often abandoned the strings 
6 In l a rge orchestras, more than one oboe played a 
single part in tutti sections. This can be seen in the 
directions on one line of "solo oboe" and "tutti oboi". 
7 Bassoon is usually found as the bass double-reed of 
the oboe section. 
8 W.S. Rocktro , The Life of Georp;e Frederick Handel, 
p. 259 as quoted in A. Carse, The Orchestra in the XVIIIth 
c.- 121 - 12 
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to double t he voice. The doubling of a chorale melody o r 
the first subject of a vocal fugue (especially when pre-
sented by the sopranos) was a usual job for oboes . 
In the main , oboe p a rts in the Baroque era (with the 
" 90ssible exception of some of Bach and Handel) are not very 
idiomatic. Even solos( which are found more often in dra-
matic vocal works than in the purely orchestral cornposi t ions) j 
are placed in any part o f the oboe rang e indiscriminately, 
and tutti oboe parts sometimes mistakenly follow the strings 
below the oboe range. In most cases, however, composers 
correct t h is b y pla cing the offending notes in a different 
octave. The full Baroque oboe range, c' to d''' , is used 
with the greatest density being in the r an ge, c' to g ''. 
9 III. BACH 
Quantitatively, the greatest use of the oboe v:ith Bach 
is the traditional doubling of strings: the first oboe 
doubling first violin, second doubling second violin. If 
there i s a third oboe or taille (tenor oboe in F), it double j 
the viola. Occasionally two oboes will double the first 
9 Much of this sect ion is indebted to Terry 's " Bac 's 
Orchest r a " , pp. 9 5-103 a nd I'ab l e X, pp . 207-215. Tl: r , ... ntho ' 
takes exception, however, to Terry's treatment of Bach s 
oboe as ma i nly a t rumpetlike i nstrument. Terry (p. 102) 
confuse s Mersenne ' s descrintion of the earlier shawms wi th 
that of Each's oboe. -
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v iol in p a rt . 
The oboe s ecti on rema ins subject to the sam e v a riation s 
a s outl i ned above~ 
The r an g e is a lso the s ame , from c 1 to d 1• 1 ' . Indis-
crimin a te use of the lower reg i ster, however, is s een \vhen 
Bach ss i gns the d i f ficul t a nd loud _ lm'r c 1 to the oboe 
for a l most three bars in piano~in , ri a 3 of Cantata 44. 
B.G. , X, 140 
There would a lways be t he question here of the o boe being 
to o l oud for t h e voice. The s ame problem i s involved in 
.fl_ri a 3 of Can t e.t a 56 1,vh e r e the c 1 is p layed in a. series 
of f a irly r a p id not e s. 
BG XII " 99 
- · ' ' 
In Bach 1 s purely orchestral works (1rrhere the orchestra 
as a vrhole is of main importance a nd not subservient to an 
extra-musica idea) , the oboe is found in the fir s t and 
s econd Brandenburg Concertos and the three Ouvertures (the 
first inC major, the next two in D major). 
In the firs t Brandenburg Concerto , a section of three 
oboes and bassoon doubles the string s and plays in a.nti-
phony with them . The second movement, hov1ever, beg ins with 
a florid oboe solo. 
BG, XXXI , 105 
The whole movement is divided between solos for oboe and 
violin. Just before the end an energetic oboe solo for one 
bar h a s the sound of the closing cadenza of a solo concerto . 
In the second Brandenburg Concerto for solo trumpet , 
flute , oboe, violin, strings, and continuo, different in-
trumental styles are forced upon the oboe. The character-
istic writing for violin i n the first movement 
BG , XIX, 39 
: 
is mor e awklrard for the oboe, however, than the distinctivel " 
trumpetlike phrase in the last movement. 
BG, XIX, 48 
- rtf' ~ A '"t!Gtl' • ~ -
114& 9 d l g· I jt:J iJ j at iS 11U f r ti I 
. l$ fi ii li il l bib! Uij· ~ ~ 
·- The sigh motive of the second movement fits the oboe we11 . 10 
BG, XIX , 46 
10 Cf. use of the sigh motive in Mozart 's symphonies, 
p. 106. 
In the Ouverture in C, a section of t wo oboes and 
bassoon (marked "trio") is given important solo parts , 
both a ccompanied and unaccompanied by strings. 
BG XXXI, 5 
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Ho\vever, in the second Ouverture in D, it is a section of 
three oboe s and bassoon which often escapes from the tutti 
to engage in solo passages of much individualit y a nd in-
dependence. The first Ouverture in D uses oboes in the 
traditional tutti manner. 
The oboe does notappear at all in the · orchestras of the 
violin or clavier concertos. However, the S1nfon1a in D 
with a c?ncertante violin part contains two oboes in it s 
orchestra tiont1 The rhythmic background for the two oboes 
at cadence points foreshado ws this widespread use in 
classical solo concertos. 
It is in the field of vocal music with instrumental ac-
companirnent that we se e Bach ' s best use of the oboe~ 
Terry1 2 tells us that it i s absent from only 62 of the 198 
church cant a tas . I t is found in all the major chur ch worlcs 
except the Mass in which uses flutes instead oboes. 13 
In these works, it is almost always in the choruses, i t 
sustai ns the cantus in concluding chorales, and usually ac-
comp nies at least one aria. 
The assertive, milit a nt effect of three oboes in ac-
11 From a lost church cantata : BG, XXI, 65. 
12 Op. cit., p . 101 . 
13 Most of the 18th century, considered one ~air of 
soDrPnO woodwinds at a t im e sufficient and, for the most 
part, oboists were also expected to play f lute and, later, 
clarinet .. 
--~=-==-=-=-=-=-IF=======================-==~~==~=~~=-=-==~~-~~~==================~~-~~-=-==~=~~~======== 
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companying arias is used to portray feelin g s of divine 
wrath (cant a tas 20, 101) , contempt and defiance (cantatas 
26 , 52 , 68) , a nd ceremonious salutation, flourish, or hail-
i n g (canta tas 41 , 91). 
However, the most significant ob oe parts in Bach are 
t h ose of a quieter nature in which a n oboe solo with con-
tinuo a ccompanies a vocal aria. Here , the oboe alw~ ys be-
g i ns the aria. It may d rop out when the voice enters or 
i t may continue in a less florid manner. The oboe will 
a lwa ys play more im porta nt material while the voice is 
resting . It will also f t nish the aria with matter similar 
to (or the s ame as) that which it played at the beginning. 
The key used much more than any other for these arias 
with important oboe part s in c minor. 14 ~t ~ajor and g 
mi 1or are next in amount . This shows Bach's p r e f erence for 
the keys which sound d r.rker a nd more poignant on the oboe •1 5 
Bach uses the oboe to support various emotions in t hes e 
a r i a s. Boweve n i t i s mostly a ssocia t ed with t he e mot i on 
of p etit i onin g for mercy . Th is ca n be notic s d in Ca nt a ta s 
14 (" i v e a h elp·ng han d t o me") , 23 (" g ive me com f ort") , 
and 33 ( 11 may thy succor neve r cea se") . These a r e but a fev 
examples from many in this category. Si r;n i fic antly , 
1 4 I n can t a t a s 12 a ria #4 , 21 # 3 , 22 #2, 23 #1 , 44 # 3 , 
78 # 6 , 82 #1, 85 #1, 98 # 3 , a nd i n the St . Matthei'l Pass on 
# 26 . Thi s i e s i gn i fic ant since the first obo e solo in 
Be e t hoven' s Eroica, 2nd ~ov'~, an oboe s olo unique for 
Beethoven , is--.lso in c mi n or . 
15 Handel's oboe s ona tas are i nc min or a nd g min or 
·=-=· =-=-==-=-=-=*=====w~~~~~~9S~~n~~~~s ~~ -~=B~m~~ -1==~~e~======~-~--====----
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the section " qui tollis •••• miserere nobis" of the Mas s in E. 
cont a ins a beautiful ext ended bboe s olo of great breadth 
and chro~atic pathos . 
!fP Mi;ti[Q ·&fl~ trhifj'J. T j ~ l . , 
--....___ 
\+v T% rhftti .' ·¥11 1 f& 
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The Mass in £ minor also assi gns this section, a t enor aria, 
to the o b oe . However, here, the oboe continues into the 
next section " quoniam tu solus ••• " in a brisker tempo . 
Othe r moods support ed by oboe are those of lQy in 
cant a tas 56 and 63, content in cantatas 82 and 84; com-
passion in canta ta 22 , and sadness in cantata 21. 16 
In the Chri s t mas Orato io , Part IV, aria # 4 , the oboe 
is used forte and p iano to p rovide the echo which answers 
the question of the text: "Sha.ll thy name affri ht me? " 
" ay " (soprano voice) , 11 Nay" (echo voice) , " ay" (oboe ). 
Oboe solos in the se arias do indeed shovr Bach 1 s innermost 
feeling s towards the in s trument. 
In summary, it may be said that, althou gh the oboe 
quant tatively is used by Bach mostly as a tutti, doubling 
instrument, it is also given an important p~ace in t wo other 
categories: (1 ) in oboe sections of v a ryin makeup which 
are featured solo , in ant iphony, or i n linking the brass 
and s tring sections, and ( 2 ) in oboe solos of arias for a 
s ing le voice from many of Bach ' s vocal works. 
lb Cf . emotions in Beethoven's Fidelio expressed by 
oboe, pp . I q ~to '-os-. 
IV . TR~NSITION - SCORING FOR 
OBOE I N THE STYLE GA.LNT 
89 
From about the third decade of the 18th century, writ-
in for o rchestra ::Jenera lly , and for the oboe in particular 
gradually changes. 
Whereas previously the oboe is found more often ex-
actly doubling the violins than playing a simplified ex-
t ract of the violin part, the new style employs the latter 
as much as t he former . The winds (oboes and horns) are 
now found to sustain a g reat deal. The old antiphony and 
imitation between t he oboe section and string section is 
rarely h eard. The oboes . support the melody of the strings 
by rhythmic accents and connecting interludes between 
phrases . The v a ried Baroque oboe section give s way to 
pairs of winds: oboes (occasionally replaced by flutes), 
bassoons, and horns. TI1e indiscriminate· u se of the oboe 
ran~ e elds t o a p r d minant us e o f the upper register . 
~fnat has brought a out t ese chan ges in treatment o he 
o 1 e? 
'1'he ans er can b e f ound i n the c ane;in/3" mood o f the 
com-oos e r s and their au diences. They e.re tired of the heB.VY· 
handed, complicated Baroque music. I nstead, they want 
simplicity, li ghtness. The less c ounterpo int and the more 
homoppony, the more they are pleased. With this attitude, 
the basi s for a fully-instrumented oboe section, equal 
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to and competing with a corresp onding string section, cease s 
to e x i s t. 
If there is no long er to be comp etition between equal s , 
one grou~ h a s to be chosen to carry the bu rden of the de-
sired singl e line of melody. After the strings a re as-
s i gned th i s position , the oboes , filling a new capacity , 
no longer need their bas s instrument, the bassoon, as an 
integ r a l par t of their group. I n thi s n ew arra n g ement , the 
nrevious section of t h ree or faur separate oboe parts is 
an encum branc e. Fo r now, the lightness, pla yfulness , and 
facil i ty of these new melodies want only to be ac compani ed , 
and not too heavily. Thus, the oboe section consi s ting 
of only two instruments becomes generally u sed. 
However, the l a ck of contrapunta l texture causes i n 
the new compositions an emptin ess which the . winds, in their 
new accompa nying capacity , are required to fill. Con-
sequently, one of t h e main uses of the oboe , from t h is t ime 
on , is to present a sustained background of harmony against 
which the strings can play. This back~ground fills out the 
now-scanty texture. 
In their new a ccompanying position, t h e oboes and horns 
also p rovide rhythmica1 accents to point U:;J the harmonic 
movement and the outline of phrases . Added to this, t hey 
ma rk beg inning s and ending s of phrases b y their melodic 
interludes . 
'·T ~ t .h Rameau _{l6B3 -l 7_6~l R . CQntemnorarv of J. S . Bach , 
I 
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we find a direct connection between the Baroque oboe section 
and that of the style galant.l7 Throughout hi s opera , 
Hippolyte et rici e ( . 733), are seen se ctions of both kinds. 
For e xample , t he fall winL interlude f or two oboes and 
bassoon is reminiscen of a similar use in Lully.l8 
QQB VI , 103 
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nether exam9le i s e ven more like Lully until the third bar, 
\vh en v-r& have the new pairs of abo es and bassoons. 
OCR, VI, 221 
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1 7 The name for this lighter style of music. 
4.1 thoug,h his s ect ion is mainly for t \-ro oboes, occa-
sionally he adds a third part in louder ~laces . 
OCR, VI, 280 
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However, it is in the symphonies of Johann St~mitz 
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and his follo\-rers that we find the stvle galant use of the 
oboe in full swing . The following excerpt from a sinfonia o; 
1740 shovrs oboes sustaining with horns . 
DTB, III I ' 16 
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I 
I 
s here, most cases find the oboes sustaining the top layer I 
of sound. 
The desi re for simplification and transparency leads 
occasionally to the rhythinic use of the oboe as a tonal 
percussion instrument to mark the beginning of the bar. 
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An appreci a tion of the relative loudness of the dif-
ferent oboe r egisters causes Stamitz to us e the oboes in 
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t h e middle range i n soft part s and in the hi ghe r range in 
loud parts . 
DTB, I I I I' 43 
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The styl~ galant also introduces short solos for a 
sine;l e oboe to t he quiet a ccompaniment of strings , e. g . 
Gluck's Le 1Jozze d ' Er cole ~ d'Ebe (1747). 
DTB, XIV, 12 
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In the same opera are found the highly Romantic use 
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of oboe solo with no a ccompaniment ,_.rhatever and the use of 
semi-detached repeated notes to p roduc e an intense throb-
bing effect. 
DTB , XIV, 11 
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Thu s , the li'ghtness required by this new style molds 
the use of the oboe to its own pur pose. 
CHAPTER IV 
OBOE MUSIC, 1750-1827 
MOZART 
The type of oboe mu s i c formed by the style gal ant 
changed 11 ttle throug)1out the t h ird quarter of the century . 
This music was not particularly idiomatic as can be seen in 
J. C. Bach 's quartets for oboe (or flute or cl arinet ), violin 
viola , and 'cello and in his quintets for flute, oboe, and 
the same strings. The solo parts fit equally well any 
sopr ano woodwind. 
It remained for Mozart to sum up the oboe uses of his 
predecessors and to define a typically idiomatic music fo r 
the instrument. This he did in his crowni ng work for oboe -
t he Quartet in F major, K. 370. 
Mozart's music for oboe falls i nto the categories of 
orchestral, chamber, and solo music. 
I. ORCHESTR\L MUSIC 
Here will be discussed representative e xcerpts from the 
symphonies, serenades and d i vertimenti, operas, and masses . 
First, however , we shall examine his genera l scoring f or 
the instrument i n tutti, in the wi nd section , and ih solos. 
Qboe in tutti. I n his tut tis, Mozart continues the 
s t yle gal ant usage of the. following devices for oboe: (a) 
sustained l a ers of oboe tone over a more active string part; 
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(b) rhythmic emphasis with .non-melodic, single attacked no~ . 
This is used especially at cadences to set off the phrase 
structures more clearly; and (c ) melodic connectin~ links or 
interlu des between phrases. 
Mozart also continues the pra ctice of oboes doubling 
strings. However, his method is subject to numerous varia-
tions not found with earlier composers. With him, oboes 
may double any of the string parts, but the most frequent 
doubling s are as follows:l 
(a) First and second oboes may double the first and 
second violins at the unison. 
(b) First and second oboes may double any of the follm'l-
inr; :pairs of parts an octave obove: first and secon'1 violins 
second violin and first viola; first and second violas (in 
the early symphonies). 
(c) First oboe may double the second violin or viola an 
octave above while the second oboe doubles the first violin 
at the unison. This is a very characteristic use, placing 
a harmony note in the highest, most prominent position. It 
is noticed especially at cadences . 
(d) The second oboe may double the second violin an 
octave ab ·Jve while the :first oboe doubles the first violin 
a.t the unison. This often pla ces the second oboe above the 
first. 
1 Earlier doubling wa s restricted to the violin p a rts. 
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Oboe in the wind section. lthough the oboe is mainly 
tied to the string section, there are places in I'1ozart which 
foreshadow the independent wind section of Beethoven. For 
example, the flute and oboe occasiona lly share solo p a rts , 
the flut e being in the U;Jper octave. Symphony 31 (K. 297) I 
and clarine illustra tes thi s, as wel l a s the p r a ctice of oboe 
unison solos . Oboe is occas ionally doubled in the lowe r 
oct e..ve b y bassoon while another solo use prese nts a trip le 
octave of two oboe s and bassoon. 
The oboe i s occ asionally employed in conjunction vli th 
other wind instruments in conc e rtante sections . ,..,uch a 
case is found. in the last movement of t he Jupiter symphony 
in :,.rhich t he tutti string s stop to let a contrapunt al \vood-
wind sect ion h ave the forefront. 
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Both the melodic a nd harmonic rela tionships of an indep endent 
find section vrhich find their full rea lization \-rith Beethoven, 
a re seen in embryonic form with Mozart. 
Solo ~ of the oboe. The orchestral solos for a singl 
oboe are usually char acteriz ed by thei r short length. This 
is the result of the typical pra c t i c e of classical composers 
to divide sections of phrases among several instruments 
("broken work") . 
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However there a r e except i ons to t his, as seen in t he fo l l ow-
ing example f r om t he Andant i no gr zioso of Symphony ~ (K. 
181 ) . 
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lthough he uses the full r ange 2 from d 1 to d 1 1 •, 
Mozart in orchestral oboe solos keeps mainly within the 
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"singing r e.nge" of the instrument, from d 1 1 to a' ' , the rang 
tha t the oboist loves best. This r ange is also capable of 
providing the lightness desired by music of this period. 
Hmvever, the oboe never remains in the upper part of 
the tessi tura too lonp; . In the follo"ring example from the 
last andante of the Haffner Serenade, the solo is centered 
in the singing r ange but there is always a relaxing interval 
down to relieve the player's embouchure. That the oboe 
plays cantabile melodies \-Ti th l arge skips is not due al one 
to the desire for embouchure cha.n ge. More important is the 
fact tha t such cantabile skips are very idiomatic for the 
instrument~ 
A. whole solo in the Jower darker and softer r ange is r~.r~ 
but \vhen it does occur , Mozart takes care to kee the ac-
companying instruments Piano. This r ange in the fuTio'lling 
2 Range in oboe solos is more fully di scussed in con-
nection with the flute concerto in D. See p •. 121. 
example from the first movement of the Divertimento 2 (K. 
240) is frequently used by Rom antic and modern composers. 
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Symphonles3- In Mozart ' s symphonies, the basic r e gular 
instru ment a tion is tv.o oboe s , t ro horns a.nd st ring s. 1-
t ' ou ,h there a r>e f requent additions before 1772 th s roup 
remains t he mo s t f a vored. However, K. 129 (1772 ) is the last 
in vlhich this basic , skeleton instrum entation is used. From 
K. 130 (1772) on, there is always some addition sue a s 
b a ssoons, e t r a-horns , trumpets, and kettledrums. f ter 
composing no symphonies fro~ May 5, 1774 to June 12, 1778 
when he p roduce s K. 297 (E. 300a) , Mozart orchestrates the 
l a tter for p a irs of flutes, oboes, clarinets, b a ssoons , horns , 
trQ~pet s , and kettledrum s. fte r thi s symnhony , the instru-
mentation r em a ins almost a s full but , for t he mos t part, 
minus clarinets ( excen t in the EP s ymphony, K. 543 a n d the 
·) minor, K. 550) . Oc c asiona l l y one or two flutes are omitt_ed, 
while obo e s are rep l aced b y clarinets in· K. 543. I 
Excepting K. 543 , the only symphonies where the oboes J 
do not a 'Jpear are f our from the p eriod (1771- 73): K. 114 , 130 , Jl 
134, 199 . I n these works, flutes replace the oboe s. Th is 
p e riod of syml)honic composition is indeed an experimental one 
for Mozart. However, this substitution is not indicative of 
3 \'lhere t he col l ected 
fo r which Dr. Eins t ein h a s 
b e given, the l a tter being 
" edition u ses the old Kochel number 
assign e d a new number, b oth will 
si nified by an E· instead of a K· 
i 
I 
I 
II 
____ !_ 
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any p articul a.r t rend other tha n :JUre exDeri men t ti on s i:.:l C·3 
t here a re a lso many examp l es of symphonies f rom this period 
using oboes. The one l a te s ymphony where oboe s are not used 
is the a bove-mentioned E ~ , K. 54-3 (1788). Thi s is due to 
the desire f or softness as indica ted in the d a rk flat keys 
of EP and A~ (andante). 
In symphonie s before 1778, oboe s are occasionally re-
p l a ced i n ~ Q£ two movements by flutes. This happens in 
the andante, or trio of th e third movement, or in both . 
Oboists e. so pla ye,.. fl te and merely c 1.an ,~ ed over . Oboes 
a re exclude~ frn~ tr os i n the symphonies, K. 43, 45, 32 , 
20 E. 173 e • They are left out of th e an ant e s of K. 
7 3 , 133 , 182, 444. InK. 76 (E. 42a), 97 (E. 73m), 95 (E. 
73n) , 110 ( E . 75b ) , oboe s a re om itted fr ~m both a ndant es 
and t rio s . However i n K. 114 (one of those symphonies where 
flu t es are the main woodwinds) the usual l situation is re-
versed s ince two oboes rep l a ce the flut es only in the andant 
1
. 
It is significan t to note that the main re sult obtained in 
t his c ase i s t he pre sentation of a sigh motive in the oboes. 
Throughout Mozart's symphonies, it is a lways a question 
of oboe s or flut es or cla rinets. They are mainly competitor , 
r a rely co- l'rorkers . The only straightforward e xample of 
~airs of a ll three found in a s ingl e s ymphony is K. 2 97 
(E. 300a) , the "Pa ris" Symphony, written in 1778. This work 
11as composed after Mozart's memorable visit to Mannheim 
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and, es:pecially, by the clarinets . The symphonies follov-ring 
the "Paris " (the g minor a nd E~ majo r excepted) are vlithout 
clarinets while three of these symphonies l Pck one f lute 
and a nother t hree are v-ri t hout any flutes at a ll. 
Serenade s and Divertimenti4 - In these works, the oboe 
parts are distinguished from those in Mozart's other nurely 
orchestral compos itions because of their lyrical and idi-
omatic n a.ture. The r cont a.in tv-ro main type s of oboe solo: 
the cantabile as seen in the Haffner Serenade5 and the zop f 
or galant whi ch favors the oboe's delica te staccato. 
Serenade 4, K. 2Q3 
Since most of these works were written before 1778, 
they, like the sym:phonies of the same period , u se a basic 
4 Considered here are those \vorks with s tring s and "';lind • 
Those for winds alone v.rill be considered under the section 
on chamber music. 
- e.e:-e*amy>J.-e -r=P .-J 0.~=====================11===== 
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instrumentation of t rro oboes, two horns, and strings. 
similar substitution in s i n g le movements of flutes for oboes 
often occurs. 
However, Serenade 2, K. 320, (1779) uses both t wo 
flutes and t wo oboes, employing an interest l n g cadenza in 
jl c a nonic form for t he four instruments \•ri th bassoon. Diver-
i/ timento 11, K. 251, · (1776) uses the b a sic instrumentation 
minus o 1e oboe. The remaining oboe is solo in the first 
variation of the minuet. An unusual skip of two octaves 
(d 1 to d 1 1 1 ) takes the oboe from tutti to the solo. 
Unusua l in thesevorks is the short Divertimento 1, 
K. 113, (1771). Mozart orchestrated it orig inally for 
clarinets, horns , and strings, but later added oboes, 
Eng l i sh horns, and bassoons. 
Operas- Oboes a re f ound in all of Mozart's opera 
orchestras. There they a re used in the regular tutti ca-
pacit y and occasiona lly in the p ortrayal of a specific dra-
matic feeling . For examp le, in Lucio .§illa , pathetic 
musings on death and cruel f a te are introduced b y a sigh 
motive for two unaccompanied oboes. 6 
In a recitative7 of La .Finta. Giardiniera, Contino is 
very angry. Ho'.,iever , Vfhen he t a lks of hi s friend, the oboes 
and horns t a ke u p the melody , leading into a tender aria. 
6 P. 1 6 5 in the Collect ed Edition. Mozart employs oboelf 
in the slovr movement only of his Symphony 14 (K. 114) for th . 
exp ress purpose of p resenti ng this motive. It is also found 
in the slow movement of his Symphony 35, (K. 385). 
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Later, Sandrina's sadness is mirrored in sustained oboes in 
the low register. In this same opera, we h ave a clue to 
Mozart's conception of a n idea l phrase for flute and oboe. 
In .~.ria 3, Podesta mentions "the lovely tones of the flute 
and the oboe." 8 The word "flute" comes aft e r completion of 
a bar for f1ute and, correspondingly, the word "oboe" is 
sung after a little o b oe phrase. 
8 See p. 76' for a similar reference in Lully opera . 
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The contour of each phrase corresponds typically to i t s in-
st rument. The flute phrase , direct and f orthright , rea ches 
the climax immediately; the o boe phrase , veiled a nd intense , 
r ei tera.te s the first t wo sixteenth notes , delay i n g a nd 
heightening the climax. Of course, this is on a miniature 
scale, nonetheles s , it illustra te s t he intensity characteri s t c 
of the oboe. 
Dent9 p oints out a n intere s ting prog rammatic u~e in 
Cosi f~ tutti. The fi rst theme of the overture's slow in-
traduction is the t ~ eme of cynical old Don ~lfonso . There 
it is g i ven ou t by ob oes and, throughout the opera, the ob oe 
t one is almost al-...ra ys associa ted with thi s theme. 
9 E . J. Dent , Mozart Oueras, pp. 290, 300. 
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Consequent ly, \·lhen Dora bella and Fiordilig i in the beg inning 
of the sec ond a c t discuss the possibility of an affair with 
the two strang ers, t heir duet is accompanied by Don Al -
fonso ' s oboe s , a n indication tha t hi s cynicism is winning 
out. 
Hass - Mozart h a s wri t t em 15 masses; of these , seven 
are called missa brevis , and obo es appea r in no~ of these. 
\. __ Of the others, oboes are lacking in t wo. The remaining six 
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employ oboes along with a g enerally fuller wind ensemble. 
These are K. 139 (1772) , 167 (1773), 257 (1776), 262 (1776), 
317 (1779), 337 (1780). All of these six exceot the last two,
1 
use the oboe in the archaic way of the mass of the early 18th 
century: there is mainly unison doubling of the violin parts 
in a simplified version along with the unison doubling of 
voices. _dd to this the frequent employment of oboes in lay- i 
ers of h a rmony , a nd the us e of the oboe is entirely covered. 
These p a rts are considerably mor e old-fashioned than those 
from serenades and symphonies of the same period. 
In tutti sections of the last two masses, however, oboes 
double the violins at t he octave g iving the oboe solo import-
ance. This most frequent use of the oboe in £iano tutti 
passages frees the o boe considerably. 
The poign a ncy of the o '~' oe tone is employed occasionally 
for des criptive purpose. In the Credo of K. 257 the word 
"mortuorum" i s framed by two solo oboes. This represents a 
che.n g e of instrumentation and dynamics t o intensify the idea 
of death. 
I 
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similar use in seen i n the Gloria of K. 262 , seven and 
six bars befo re the andante ''Qui tollis' section. It conc erns 
the words "Domine Fili unigenite Jesu Christe" ; on the rep-
e t i tion of the 'trords " J eBu" and " Christe", the sopranos h a ve 
a descending h a lf step sigh a nd it is only a t this p oint 
that the ob o es come in to doub l e the voices. 
An interesting canon a t the unison between the solo 
soprano voice and the first oboe is noted a t the piu a ndante 
of the Kyrie of K. 317 . The solo oboe also fulfills its usua 
function, in connecting the sopra no solo with the t enor so l o 
by t wo beats of runn ing 16th's. This canon occurs a gain in 
the s am e wa y in the dona nob i s pacem. 
II 
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In the l a st t wo mas ses, the solo use of the oboe reache s 
the equal of that in the serenai es a nd the l ate symphonies. 
For examp le, two solo oboes ~ortray rejoicing by playing 16th 
note runs preparatory to the joyful Osanna in excelsis chorus 
of K. 317; and in the A@LUS d e l of the l a st mass (K. 337), 
the oboe t a kes a leading part in an exquisite contrapuntal 
section for solo oboe, b assoon, soprano , and organ . Indeed , 
the solooooe part here compares well with the best in the 
serenades. 
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II. CHAMBER MUSIC 
The chamber music with oboe con si s ts of eight diverti-
I 
II 
the Quintet, K. 452. 10 I 
menti , three serenade s , the Adag io a.nd Rondo , K. 617, and 
The serenades a nd divertimenti are comp ositions for 6, 
8, 10 a nd 13 winds. Divertimenti 8, 9, 12 , 13, 14, 1611 are I 
I 
Serenade s 11 a n d 1211 2 
Divertimenti 3 and 
for p airs of oboes, horns , and ba s soons. 
a r e octets add i n g a pair of cla rinets. 
41 3 a dd still a p a ir of English h orns. The l a r gest group 
i s the Serenade 10 (K . 361) for 13 winds: p airs o f oboes , 
clarinets, basset horns, and bassoons, four horns and one 
contraba ssoon. 
For th e mo s t part , the s e cond ins t rument of each pair i s 
rhythmically a duplicate of the first with the p osition of 
a subservient h a rmony voice. Oc casionally , all the second 
instruments vrill combine to express a different rhythmic 
pattern from the fir st. Aga i n, one top vo i ce (often oboe) 
is usually in the p osition of melody with accompaniment for 
a whole s e ction o f a movement. 
~lthough, for performan ces toda y, these groups would 
b e con sid ered chamber music , Mozart and hi s t im e cons idered 
10 The Oboe Quartet (K. 370), although usually pla ced i 
chamber music collections, resemble s more a n a ccomp anied 
concerto because of it s stres s on virtuosity a nd the concer-
t ante element o ~ oboe contrasted to string s. It will be con-
sidered in the s e ction on solos. 
11 . K. 213, 240, 252 ; 253, 270, 289. 
2. T . _ :zs_ _8_8__ _ R._ g_a ------
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them garden music e They were vlind orchestras, ':he outdoor 
counterpart of the indoor orchestra with strin, section and 
a few winds. A modern equivalent of these '~<rind orchestras 
is the dance orchestra of today with its saxophone (or 
cla rinet), trumpet, and trombone sections, ea ch section h a vin 
II 
I 
I 
I 
1t8 o1m leader. I 
i 
I 
The position occupied by the first oboe in these works 
is an important one: it is both the lea der of the oboe 
ect ion and top soprano instrument, carrying (along with the 
clarinet) the function of melodic leader. 
The dagiQ. and Rondo for glass harmonica, flute , oboe , 
viola , a nd cello (K . 617 ) is mainly a solo for glass har-
monica with a light a ccomnaniment. The oboe part, occa-
sional ly of fir s t melodic i :nportance is subservient to the 
flute and to the solo ins trument, daring to peep out only 
rarely and inconspi cuously . 
The mo st import~nt chamber music composition for oboe 
s the ~uintet K. 452 for piano , oboe, clarinet, horn, and 
bassoon. However, the cha:nber music element is found pri-
marily wi thin the wind g roup itself. This is so because the 
winds a s a group often a ccomnany the piano solo vrith sus-
tained chords , and, conversely, the piano often accompanies 
the '~<r ind group or a single solo wind. But the four lvinds, 
b y themselves, display an absolute ·equality in presenting 
thematic material at all times. The "brol{en work" of the 
__!Lclas.sic..aLneri or) i s i d ea li.z._e_cLhe..r.e_and_ 1 s_nr.ohabl y._tb e 
\! I 
I 
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fo r r-1:o~ art' s proclai ming this one of his best wo rks. The 
true chamber music spirit is further reinforced in th e last 
movement before the end where the winds a lone have a fu5ue-
like c a denza, the obo e starting and each v oi ce h avin its 
own timely entrance. 
III . SOLO WORKS FOR OBOE 
The s olo 1tlorks for oboe divide themselves into three 
sections: 1 . solo oboe accomnanied Qy three strings, of ~hi ch 
The Oboe Quartet, K. 370 (E . 368b), composed for Ramm in 
1781, is the only representative; 2. oboe concerto accom-
I2.§:pied QY. orche.s.tra; and 3. oboe and thre e other solo instru-
ments c comp · .n i ed by orchestra . 
Of the last division we h ave one representative: the 
Slnfoni a Concertante in E ~ major (K . . nh. 9) written, in 
1778, for flu te , oboe, horn, bassoon and orchestra. It was 
composed for the four 1·rind players from Mann.heim ;,.rho were 
in Paris at t he same time as Mozart. Unfortunately , the 
orig inal vers ion has not survived and, in the version we ha.ve 
by an unkno;,.rn arrang er, the oboe a nd clarinet replace the 
flute and oboe. Thi s arrang ement consequently, ives the 
oboe a more flo rid and f lute- l ike oart. 
Of the second g roup , the obo e concertos, the problem is 
mainly one of excluding . n Oboe Conc erto in E~ , listed in I 
11 I 4 I Kochel s cata logue as Anhang 29 ~' has circula t ed extensive y 
amon. st oboe o l a ers • it s certainl not Mozart but a. rela-
----
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tively poor 19th century imitation. Two related fragments of 
the Oboe Concerto in F commissioned by Czerwenka, oboist for 
Esterhazy, are listed as K. 293 (11' "'"'-' • 416 f) and E. 416 g . I 
Both date fr om 1783, the former 61 measures long and t h e II 
s::-imply ll latter 9 measures. Einstein belives that E. 416 g is 
a variant of the oboe part of E. 416 f. 
Qboe Concerto ln F (E. 416f ' 
~ .... • ..;.: -.; -r • 
I ,... . 7 • 
"' n II r\ .., l_ 
' \. J 
! I I ,.,~~~· 
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The f a ct that Mozart chose the key of F both for this 
unfinished concerto and for the oboe quartet shows that 
he considered it the f avorite key for oboe. This tallies 
well vlith Einstein ' s sta tement14 that "F major, on the other 
h and , is for Mozart a quieter key than C major, more naive, 
and not \vi thout a cert ?in pastoral character. 11 
The third of this group is K. 314 (E. 285 d), the D 
major Plute Concerto whi ch Einstein maintains15 is originally 
an oboe concerto vlri tten for the Salzburg oboist, Giuseppe 
Ferlendis in 1777. In Einstein's opinion, almost conclusive 
evidence tha tfuis concerto was originally inC major is that , 
in t r anspos ition to D, the violin part never goes below a. 
14 Einstein QQ• cit. , p. 160. 
_/ ___ _ 
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Mr. Geoffrey Cuming16 a grees with Dr. Einstein and attempts 
to substantiate this belief mainly by a discussion of the 
periods of Moz art 's composition in '.-lhich the term allegro 
aperto (the tempo marking for the first movement) is used. 
The whole question is the result of a letter which Mozart 
\vrot e to his father, asking him to send the concerto he h ad 
written for Ferlendis. He wanted to sell it to De Jean, the 
flutist , and appe.rently he \<la s going to rearrange it in some 
way. However , this writer believes that the concerto in 
question is idiomatically not for the oboe but for the flute. 
Consequently, in his opinion, it is either not the Ferlendis 
oboe concerto at all or, if it is, Mozart h a s transformed it 
entirely out of the typical oboe idiom and into that of the 
flute . l7 
This opinion is held partly because of the large skips 
in quick succession which is so much the stock-in-trade of 
the flute liter ature but ivhi ch is hardly ever given to the 
oboe by a competent composer even in the present day. 
I , t 
I 
This does not me an tha t the oboe is not given large skips. 
It mo s t certainly is. The t wo octave jump in the slow move-
17 Further discus sion will consider this concerto in 
C major . 
!I 
I 
J 
men t of t h e oboe qua rtet shows thi s. However, 
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the difference 
l i es in the f a ct that the flute conc e rto has a series of 
larg e s kip s up and dovm, in a fast tempo and these skips are 
sep arated b y only three notes . The only comparable s p ot fo r 
oboe i s in the rondeau of the oboe quartet. Ho'.vever, here 
there is a lso a marked di f ference: 1. the skip i s only an 
octa.ve -:_nstead of a n octave and a fourth (or fifth); 2 . there 
are five notes between the skip s ~roviding more opp ortunity 
t o reesta.blish the embouchure; 3 . and mo s t important, the 
s k ip i s repeated only once a nd is not in a seri e s as in t h e 
f l ute concerto v-rhere there are as many as ei _.ht skip s in a 
rov.f . 
Hov.rever, the ma in argum ent a gainst this concerto being 
for oboe (even vlhen t ransposed to the key of C major) is 
the factor of h~w often notes of the different reg isters are 
used, or t he relat ive density of the notes. The most obviou 
factor of Mozart's oboe solos, whether in the quartet or in 
orchestral works, is tha t the r a n g e f rom e'' or f'' up to 
a'' is the center around which the oboe melody functions. 
It will g o above , even u p to f' '' , or below, as far as c' , 
but all V>Till serve as merely v a riations , arri vi nr:: saffely 
a'' r ana e . ReeE.rdle s s of the k ey this 
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range is still favored. 
On the other hand, this flute concerto does not favor 
equally that small interval within whi ch the majority of 
notes are heavily centered. Its notes seem to be less 
concentrated and more evenly divided over an interval of 
about an octave. To investigate the objective basis of these 
feeling s received from performing both works, this writer 
comnared the exnositions of the firs t movements of each. 
Each quarter note was assigned a value of 1 , e <:' ch eig,."1.th 
note t , each sixteenth note i, etc. The number of counts 
for ea ch note used was computed and a Dercentage wa s taken. 
·rhe results are shown in percentages in' the following table. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
I 
jj 
S.ELATIVE DENSI TY OF NOTES 
IN THE ~LUTE CONCERTO K. 314 
368b18 AS COMPARED TJ OBOE QUARTET E. 
FLUTE CO:NCER'rO I N C OBOE gU\ RTET 
---
(fa ) (%) 
c' I c' 
c.ll' c#' ;r 
d' I d' 
d#' d#' 
e' ~ ~ e' f' fl f lf' 
-
f#' 
I 4 . I g' -g~ l I g#' 
a ' 1 . ~ a' b~ ' b ~' b' 4. 3. b ' C I I 7 . 2.5 C f I 
c# ' I I 2. c# '' d l' 11 . 
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d ' I 3.5 d' ' ' d' If 1. d r I I 
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18 A dash (-) indicates no note p r esent; a plus (I) 
indi ca tes a p ercentage l ess than 1%. 
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This cha rt is an objective basis for maintaining the 
difference in density between the expositions of the two 
works. That this difference exists in similar proportions 
in other solos of Mozart for flute and oboe, this writer 
firml y believes. I n the "~ilhole flute concerto e 1 is touched 
as the low extremity only rarely while the oboe quartet goes 
to c 1 often. ~lso, such a high percentage of note value 
on c 1 11 is an almost definite indicat ion that this c oncerto 
is fl te and not oboe music. 
The mainly-used ran e for the oboe part in the Oboe 
Quartet has a.lready been discussed. Hm-rever, Mozart feels 
in t h is virtuoso work that he ca.n ca ll upon the full rang e 
from c 1 to f 1 1 1 and he emphasizes the differences in re-
5isters by tvlO octave skips as in the slm'r movement and tvlO 
octave ascending scale passages as in the first movement. 
If one can detach hims elf tem~orarily from the beauty 
of this music , it is not difficult to see that this is a 
show piece p larmed especially to display a surprising vir-
t u osi ty. A most elementa.ry exam~le is the ascending oboe 
part (in measures 114 to ll!B) in quarter notes. __ ll parts 
have one note to a bar, the second half of the bar being 
silent. This quiet just accentuates the f a ct that the oboe 
is l.ping higher and hi gher. In fact, it is the same thing 
that Louis _rmstrong, famous jazz trumpeter does to display 
his ability for high notes. On bar 118, just as the f 1 '' 
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completion: the virtuosity has been sho\1n a nd here is the 
theme a ga in. 
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The work abounds in e xcit i ng r u ns whi ch , when p l ayed stac cato 
contribute to the virtuoso resul t. This result is furthered 
in the r ondeau when the oboe novr in alla b reve p lays eight 
notes t o a beat against the continued trip le sub-division 
6 
of the strings' 8 bar. 
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This running passag e also indic e..tes Mozart's understa nding 
of the difficulty of embouchure chang es at f a st speeds be-
cause here the oboe alternately rises and falls as if on 
the crest of a gentle wave. In fact, this thought of a 
fast p a ssage working a round and ornamenting a slov1ly moving 
center is characteristic of many passag es h ere, as, for 
example, mea sure s 143-145 of the Rondeau. 
The ma.in themes of both fast movements are very similar 
e~ch having an anacrusis c'' to an f'' from which the phrase 
rises to its high p oint. 
F I ~S T M o -J 'f. r 
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In measure 51 in the l a st movement, Mozart g ives the ob oe 
a p iper's dance over sustained double stops in the violin. 
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It is a lit t le Scotch air and it fits the instrument per-
fectly. The bagpipe fifth between the viola and low violin 
z completes the mood. 
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v ariant n ear the end combi nes virtuoso display with bird-
p i p ing as an introduction to the final quoting of the Scotch 
dan ce. 
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In t h e s low movement, we find the"t the delay of the 
climax of a phrase section is exactly in keeping with Mozart' 
idea of oboe intensity.l9 
The opening theme of this movement differentiates a violin 
melody from Mozart's idea of an oboe melody. 
/ 0 
-' II~~@ I r i 11 # r - U I ri[ff I B · 
19 Thi s was noted before in the excerpt from La Finta 
Gi a-rd1niera on p llO,in which a typical oboe phrase is given. 
. I- --~ = write~~a s not found 
where he gives the oboe a 
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a single case in Mozart' s works 
slow, sweepin~ Handelian melody 
such as is given the violin here and even in this oboe 
quartet it is restricted to the violin . Inst ead, Mozart 
a ssi ns a si gh to the solo instrument • 
A f>11 I ~ 
I!~~ b~ i ( 1 k !1 ill1 o 
Mozart has indeed probed the innermost secrets of the 
oboe and ha s produced a work, idiomatic to the smallest 
detail. 
- ~:.....--=---
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IV . SUiviTviARY 
Mozart's oboe parts may be divided into three groups: 
those coming from his orchestral , chamber music, or sol o 
c ompositions. The orchestral oboe parts are by far the 
l a r g est group. Works in th i s group a r e symphonies, operas , 
mas ses , and o thers. 
Oboe is used in all the symphonie s excep t the E (K . 543 and 
four from the period (1771-73) 1.•rhere flutes rep l a ce oboes. 
n o ther symphonies, however, oboes may be excluded from 
I 
the s low second movement or the trio of the third movement 
or both . Flutes , oboes, and clarinets a re treated ma inly 
as competitors in the symphonies with a few exceptions. 
Six of t he fifteen ma sses require oboe . Mozart's 
treatment of them in the first four is old-fashioned re-
mini s cent of e a rly 18th century practice but the l a st two 
h a ve the look of the later s ymphonies. 
In all these orchestra l works , the oboe is used in 
t h ree ways: in tutti , in the wind section, and as a solo. 
The use in tutti is the most common and there its main job 
is t o rein force the string s. This is accomplished by 
d oubling in a v a riety of ways. Often in conjunction with 
other winds , it provides body by sustaining l a yers of tone . 
Rhythmic emphasis is also provided by si ngle non-melodic at-
t a cked no t es , e xpecially a t the cadence to set off more 
clea rly the phras e s t ructures. Melodic connecting linlrs be-
I 
I 
II 
1: 
____ II
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tween phrases are also the oboe's jop. Vertical melodic and -
ha.rmonic relationships of Beethoven 1 s wind sections are fore-
s h adowei in Mozart's orchestration. 
The orchestr~l ob oe solo may be in c onjunction with 
anothe r one or more wind ins truments, although it is in the 
single oboe solo that Mozart writes so convincingly for the 
instrument . 1·Vi th some exceptions , these solos are short, 
are p laced in the d' 1 to a' 1 " sin ging r ange" and employ 
idiomatic cantabile s k i p s . 
Vfuile the finest example s of both his " galant " and 
c antabile melodies are in the serenades and divertimenti, the 
dre.matic and reli g ious voc a l worl{s use programmatically the 
po i gna.nt, sad, nostalgic and even sneering sideB of the oboe 
quality. 
Most important chamber v-rork with oboe is the piano and 
wind quintet, K. 452, in which the equality of all the winds 
is absolute. 
The only la.r ge-scale work with solo oboe is the uartet , 
K. 370 (E. 368b). The Sinfonia Concertante (K. Anh . 9) 
comes down to us in a n a rrang ed version for oboe, clarinet, 
horn, bassoon, and orchestra. In the ori g inal, the flute 
and oboe re~lace the oboe and clarinet. An Ep Concerto for 
solo oboe is certa inly not Mozart whi l e the start of a fine 
oboe concerto in F exists only in t wo f ragments totalling 
seventy bars . Dr. Einstein's belief that the D major Flute 
o_ho__a____c__o_n_c_e_rt_o_in_C_Ls__n_o_t 1~------
I 
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held by this writer b e cause of unidiomatic figures and a 
non-oboe use of r an g e densities. ~ne quartet K. 370 
represents Mozart 1 s last word on t he oboe's virtuosity, 
gaiety, and depth of feeling . 
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BEETHOVEN 
I 
If the most idiomatic oboe solo in the 18th century I 
is Mozart's Oboe Qua rtet , the climax of 8th century orchestra! 
oboe parts lies with Beethoven. Here c an be f ound a " summing 
'! " of Baroqu e and Classical uses of the oboe . 
However , before considering his or chestral works, we 
sh 1 examine Beethoven ' s chamber music with oboe . 
I. CHAMBER MUSIC 
Beeth ven' s oboe che~ber music output does not extend 
beyond the period 1790-97. In these works, the influence 
of Mozart is especia.lly evident. 
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His first two chamber wo rk s wi t h oboe a re for an octet 
consisting of pairs of oboes , clar nets , bassoons, and 
orns . pparently , the Elector in Bonn was partial to this 
g r oup of instruments which ~erformed regularly as dinner 
musi c . It was for this ~urpose that Beethoven com9osed his 
two octets. The earlier one, called Rondino , is a one 
mov ement andante , while the second, ca led Octet , or Parthia 
in E1 (1792) , is a traditional four movement form . 
The next tv.ro v.rorl{s are each for two oboes and English 
horn . Beethoven decided to write the first (later published 
as Op . 87) i n 1794 after hearing a c omposition by Wendt for 
this instr~mentation.l By the following year he had p ro-
duced the second , Variations on the Theme , 11 La ci darem la 
rnano 11 from Mozart ' s Don Giovanni. The first is a traditional 
four movement work while the second he.s a theme , eight varia-
tions , and coda 
The l as t chamber music vmrk vl l t"h oboe - the ntet in 
E~, 0 . 16 for 9iano, oboe, clarinet, bassoon and horn -
1 Thayer , II, 206. 
wa s composed before April, 1797 in imit ation of Mozart's 
similar work in E~, K. 452. 
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Of all these works, the trios are the most suitable for I 
oboe while the quintet is the least. 
The octets are written in a style simila r to those of 
Mozart for the same combination. 2 The first two movements 
of t he Parthia assign the most melodic material to the oboes. 
However, in the l a st two movements of this work and in the 
·::me-movement Rondino, the clarinets and horns occupy a 
much more prominent position than found 1h the Mozart octets. 
In the trios for two oboes and English horn, the main 
melodic work is carried by the first oboe. The second is 
purely a.ccompaniment while in a fevT spots it even adopts 
the -typical second violin figure. 
Op. 87 - first movement 
,., 0 ()96E A LLf Ro 1P · J 
*c f!2Bj\@!J@J I $ I 
The English horn shares, but to a much lesser degree, the 
function of a melodic leader. 
The virtuoso element is very obvious in these two trios, 
whereas the Octet, Rondino, and Quintet ha ve no comparable 
spots. Mozart in the rondeau of the Oboe Quartet (K. 370) 
2 Serenades Nos. 11 and 12, K. 375, 388. 
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shows how to write a fast, difficult- sounding pas sa.g e so 
that it is actually not too difficult. 
Beethoven, in the fifth of his variations betters Mozart 
by making a more d ifficult-sounding part even e a sier to 
p lay. 
However, i n a long passage involving successive arpeggios, 
ascending and descending for two octaves, Beethoven shows 
the influence of the virtuosos of the day. Here he supplies 
virtuosity for its own sake. 
~--==- =·il=====~~ =---=--=-------=----=-- -=== 
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Op. 87 - first movement 
E 
11 ~ wn tli rrn m 1£11 aJ ,m m 1_p1 ~t 1 
Genera lly speaking , these trios are show pieces. The 
v aria tions are the more plea sing of the t 'N"O because t hey 
a llow the performer more opportunity for variety in tonal 
coloring . Also the Op. 87 trio is encumbered by a first 
last 
andAmovement which a re repetitious a nd overlong. The minuet 
, of the Op. 87 (Allegro molto, Scherzo) is the best part of 
it. In the trio he uses a very idiomatic "ha irpin" phrase 
which i s typica l of the f lexibility of the oboe tone. 
====~===--~-=-==-~~~-=-=-~=======-=-=-==~-~-=~=~=-~--==-~=~================~====-=-==-
In the Quintet, Op. 16, the use of the winds brings to 
mind immedi a tely the inadequate orchestra tion of the Chopin 
piano concertos. In Op. 16, the winds seem unnecessary of 
the t i me. On t h e one hand, you have a virtuoso , florid, 
hea vy piano p a rt, a nd on the other, you have, in comparison, 
an ineffectively simple melody for a single melody instru-
ment. 
In the slow sections (the second movement and the in-
troduction to the firs t movement ) the win h 8..ve s. little 
ch anc to sing, but only a little. In these few p l a ce s , 
the cla.rinet h e.s the most to say with oboe running a poor 
second. The l ast movement (rondo) has several antiphonal 
spots between the p iano and the tutti winds. 
Mozart t a.ckled t lt is unwieldy combination in his Quintet, 
K. 452 , with the b a ckg round of a mature composer. Neverthe-
less , even Mozart's quintet suffers (but t o a f a r lesser 
def! ree) from a certain muddy quality that this combination 
carries with it. r•1ozart, nonetheless, thought it one of h is 
b est works. Perhaps performances with the lighter Mozart 
piano would be a n imp rovement in both cases. 
II . ORCHESTRA MUSIC 
Since Beethoven's use of the oboe is almost entirely 
orchestral, t h is section will naturally receive the most de-
tailed t rea tment. This section is di v ided into two main 
~--_ sub- c_ec_t i .ons '-'- the_.flrs_:t= o_f-=-whl ch - is th_e _ke:v: to_ ths2_ s__econd_. -
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The first sub-section will present g enera l remarks on Beeth-
oven's s coring for oboe. The second will discu s s the use 
of the oboe i n individua l compositions. These composit ion s 
wil l b e divided into t hree t ypes of orchestra l environment. 
l.GENERAL REM RKS ON BEETHOV&~'S SCORING FOR OBOE 
This sub- section is divided int o four topics as foll ows : 
Winds in rela tion to string s 
B. Vertical relationships in the wind section 
C. Structural uses o f t he oboe 
D. Solo uses of the oboe 
A. Winds in rela tion to strings. In Mozart, it was 
noticed tha t even i n lighter tuttis t here is perpetual 
doubling o f string s by the oboes. It is mainly the first 
and second violins which are doubled but all other combina-
tions of string doubling are p ossible . Add to this the 
v a riety of doubling: one part at t he unison, another at the 
octave or/etc. and the combina tions greatly increase. More-
over, the part doubled was usually doubled in entirety - for 
the full leng t h of its phrase. 
With Beethoven we notice first, tha t t he amount of 
doubling a phrase in its entirety h a s gr eatly decreased. 
Second, \·Tha t doubling of this sort remains is mostly of the 
first violins at the unison or the octave. 
Reasons f or decrease i n full- phrase doubling and a 
="-="====tr==d.a~,&,c""'x-l:~n~.t~~Lon __ o.f_ the ·~d..- i n tu t t Lar_E;L_a_s_ f_o_ll_ vl • 
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1. The dividing of a phrase among st several wind in-
struments h a s become a consistent practice 1,rith Beethoven. 
vlith him, this " 0roken work" is the usual condition while 
having a sing le vlind play an entire phrase is the exception. 
2. The wind section h a s b ecome a self-contained unit 
with a life of its own. Pairs of flutes, oboes, clarinets, 
bassoons, and horns as a unit (with additions or subtrac-
tions) are g iven a harmonized line in counterpoint to the 
line of the string unit. Their line often is in a dif-
ferent rhythm. Al so, the r e is g reat use o f antiphony between 
the string unit and wind unit. 
3. Couriterpoint h a s become richer and more v a ried. 
A woodwind may start doubling a violin phrase. After two 
or three notes, it will borrow h a rmony notes from other 
parts. The result is an entirely new melodic line. There 
may be several concurrent lines of counterpoint each of 
\vhich has its own melodic curve. The apex of these curves 
may or may not occur at the same time as the apex of the 
dominant melodic line. 
The above is a description of the tutti in which the 
oboe and othe r winds have their life. vfuile these factors 
a re occa.sionally found in Haydn and Mozart, with Beethoven 
they are th e main forces a t work to shape the wind parts. 
The sustained , rhythmic , and cadential uses of t h e winds 
found in the two earlier composers e x ist also with Beethoven. 
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his predecessors, develop into individua l melodic lines with 
Be ethoven . 
1n the ~ind section. s 
has b e en s t ated a bove, the wind section (or parts of it) 
oft e n 1>/0rks as a rhythmical unit to pres ent a certain 
melo1ic idea. 'I'h i s relationshi-a in the i nds can be divided 
into t-\-10 groups : (1. ) in which there is a purely melodic 
relationship, and (2.) in which there is the r elationship 
of melody to it s h a rmonic background. 
In the purely melodic rel a tionshiu, the same melody 
is played by instruments in unison or in octaves. The 
unison relationship is very little used . The oboe is most 
fr equently fo· nd in the " triple-octave" of flute, oboe, 
and b a ssoon, each in a di ferent octave. c c e ssively , 
in order of frequency, are oboe and bassoon in octaves; 
fl te and oboe in octave s ; oboe , clarine t , and bas s oon in 
" triple-octave" ; a nd oboe and c larinet in octaves. Other 
combinations l ike t wo oboes in octa ves or oboe a nd horn 
in oc t av es are more rare. 
In t he Du r ely melodic relationship , usually only one 
of e a ch kind of ins trument s found . However , n the second 
.~rouo ( the melody with its harmonic background ) the instru-
me nts i nvolved are usuall found in pairs . On instrument , 
sual ly the top one, pl ~ s the melody while the others 
pla the same (or almost the s _.me) rhythm. r-., order of 
·~~R~~~u~- e~~~====================================*========= 
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a . oboes, clarinets and bassoons 
b. oboes, clarinets, bassoons, and horns 
c. flutes, oboes, clarinets, bassoons and horns 
d. flutes, oboes, clarinets, and bassoons. 
c. Stru2_tu_ral ~ of the oboe. In Mozart and Haydn 
the oboe frequently enters to mark phrase endings and to 
play interludes betiveen phrases. However, with Beethoven, 
the climax or top of a phrase section is even more fre-
quently given to the oboe. Thus th e bright tone of the 
oboe sets forth the high point against the duller back-
ground. 
Beethoven's use of the oboe in interludes takes on a 
new importance. It often serves the purpose of transition 
to the next l a rge section of a movement. Also it frequently 
has much responsibility 1n bringing about the modulation 
to the new key. His oboe interludes a cquire a dramatic 
purpose in his 9peras, masses, and other works. 
D. Solo uses of the Qboe. 1. Range densities -
Beethoven's orchestral solos are no longer centered around 
the d'' to a'' range of Mozart. Beethoven gets a much 
wider spread as an average. The greatest density in fact 
is spread over the octave d''-d' ''. An estimate of smaller 
sections of the r ange ivould find that g' '-d' '' h a s the 
highest density. Consequently with Beethoven, average 
density is, strangely, higher than with Mozart. 
_____ _) __ = 
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However, there a re ex ceptions and one of t hese no 
doubt influenced g r eatly Romantic and modern writing for 
t he instrument. The use of the g '-g •' r Em ge of the oboe 
in a solo specifically me ant to portra y a da rk mood is 
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found nea r the beg inning of t he slow movement of the Eroica. 
This i s proba bly the first use of this reg ister to e xpress 
what it e xpres s es best - darkness. 
2 . Virtuosity - Beethoven occasionally writes oboe 
parts for the sake of virtuosity - to d a z z le the list eners. 
His three examp le s in this field are found in entr'acte 
music o f Egmont , in the b a llet, Prometheus , and in the 
chamb er music t rios for t\vo oboe s a nd En glish horn. 
3 . Cadenzas- Beethoven's cadenz as (with the excep-
tion o f those in the Egmont entr'acte which display vir-
tuosi ty) are o f a slovr contemplat i ve n a.ture. They usual l y 
also serve the purpose o f structural d ivisions. Beside 
the Egmont, t he c a denzas a re found in the firs t movemen t 
o f t he fift h symphony , l a st movement of t he thlrd piano 
conc e r to, Prometheus, and the second movement of t he E 
octet. 
4. Dramatic uses - Two emotions u sually found repre-
sented by t he oboe are th0 se of 
a . Happiness a fter d a rkness and 
b. Ecs t atic joy. 
The oboe doe s dep itc, h oweve r, the whole r a n ge of emotions 
__ i n_a.l l Qf Re e_th.OY:en ' s or..c!l~st~a~_l~-=-m~u~s-~i~J::~·~======-~-===-===-==IF==== 
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I llu strati~ns of statemen ts made in this section 
(Beeth ven's scoring for oboe) will be p res s nted in a p -
pro~ri ate parts of the next section. 
II. THE USE OF' 'rHE o -o oE IN THREE TYPES 
OF ORCHESTR~L ENVIRONMENT 
In considering the uses of the orchestral oboe , it is 
found thAt different musica l f orms influence those u e s 
i n different ways. For example, it is to be e xpected that , 
vlhere the orchestra is in a mainly accompanying ca~ y , 
the oboe wil l not be given as much i mportance as it would 
rece i ve when the orchestra i the only medium involved. 
Thus, the fo mer case, e. ~ · a solo c once to for plano and 
orchestra , would find t he oboe in a different funct on than 
in the latter C8 s e, as represe nted by a symnhony . On the 
other hand , t he forthri ght and noti ceabl e oboe t one woul d 
be u sed in the solo concert~ t o outline clearly the c om-
petit v e nat u re of the concerto. so , in a c omn s ition 
~ich is concerned w th unfolding a story , the oboe would 
rece ve anoth e r distincti v e t reatment. Here , the composer 
fi nds 1t1ha t connotations and emotions the oboe character-
istically evokes and. he emnloys it to sunport these par-
ticu a r ideas. Na tural ly , these various uses ill overla , 
uch as the oboe bein u sed programmatica lly in a symphony 
(e . g . , the qua i l in the Pastor al Symphony ) . _ evertheless, 
------ --- - ---,=-=-===-=--=-=-=-=========-~==-=-=-=---:-=-==-====-=====#==== 
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the s!_J eci fie musi cal form will , by a nd large ~ c ontra the 
treatment of t h e instrument. 
bus, for our s t udy, Beeth oven' s work s with orchestra 
may be d vided into three categories: those 1'lor ks in which 
the orchestra i s of m~ in importance - this includes the 
sym!_Jhonies , some i ncident al musi c , and danc es; those in 
which it s somewhat sub servient to solo instrument(s ) -
t ~ is i ncludes the solo concertos, triple conc e r t o , and 
f ant asi a fo r _ iano, chorus and orchest ra; and those in i<rhic 
i t s infl uenc ed by extra-musical idea s - th i s ncludes 
the b a llets, s ome inc idental music , sonF, s , cantat a , church 
mus ic (mas ses and o r a t or io), and opera. l t hough the 
overtures are influenc ed by extra- mus ica l situa tions , the 
oboe s not found s pec i f ically in such a function. On the 
c ontrary, it is u sed in a manner very s im i l a r t o its em-
loyment in t he symphonies. Consequently the overture 
will be mentioned following the symnhon ies • 
• Orchestra Qf main imgQetance . This s e ction might b 
subtitled by the p aranhrase " orchestra for orchestra ' s s ake " . 
It will be concerned with those nurely orch e s tral forms 
which h a ve l ittle or no c onnection with any other DUrno se 
tha n the music itself . I ts ma i n forms are the s ymnhony and 
--===-==== =--'==--===-=-==-=-=--~----== 
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the overture . 
(1) Symphony 
. general discussion of the oboe in the symphonies is 
not ea sy. The reason is the_. t every symphony i s different 
and unique . These di f ferenc e s extend also to the writing 
for oboe. However, there is enough similarity in the third 
movements to \varrant an individual study of them. 4 
Beethoven h a s indica ted that 1-3, _1:=_2, and 8-3 a re 
I 
I 
I 
i 
minuets. He h a s called 2-3 , }=2 , 2=}, 1=}, and 9-2 scherzos ' 
I 
For · 6-3 , he employ s the descriptive title, "Peasants merry-
making", the movement having the character of various folk 
tunes. 
The 2=..2., 7.=.2., and .2.::g are the real Beethoven scherzos 
with their tight, staccato themes of reiterated quarters, 
narrow r ange, and tremendous drive. In the A sections of 
t hese movements, the p in-point s taccato of the oboe 
4 In this study, code numbers and letters will be 
used to prevent too many repetitious phrases, such as "the 
second uart of the trio of the third movement of the fifth 
symphony". ll sine;le number follow·ed by a dash will refer 
to the number of the symphony, e. g. 5- means the fifth 
sym-phony. A number after the dash 1-rill refer to the move- I 
ment e. g . 5-3 means the third movement of the fifth symphony 
letter after the movement will refer to the section. In 
the third movement form, A will mean the scherzo or minuet 
proper vlhil e ~ will mean the trio, e. g . 5-~ means the trio 
of the third movement of the fifth symphony. A small § or 
b added afterv.rards will refer to the first or second h alf 
of the section concerned, e. g. 5-3Bb means the second part 
of the trio of the t h ird movement of the f ifth symphony. 
I 
---·--------' 
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(especially in t he upper register) figures v e r y prominently. 
1·; h itE r• : : . . . . . . . . 
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Of these three ~ sections, it is in 2=2! that the oboe 
fi gures most prominently . Here it doubles the first violin 
in the first and second sta tements of t he principal them e , 
nevertheless sounding solo as the oboe is an octa ve a bove 
--~-=~ ---- -- ==--==== 
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the violins. This cha racteristic pin-point staccato of the 
oboe sets the mood for the whole ~ section. Its ~rominence 
c -.:Jntinues throughout the entire section as the top voice of 
groups mainly consisting of pairs of oboes , clarinets, and 
bassoons. In 1=}! and 9-2A, the staccato nature of the oboe 
is fully used but not as prominently as in 2=_2A. 
The Ba sections (first part of the trio) of these "real 
scherzos" (with the exception of 9-2Ba) use the contrasting 
color of t he deeper 'tlinds: horns in 2-3Ba; and cla rinets, 
bassoons, and horns in 7-2Ba. The oboe has little to do 
here. However, in both ~Q and 7-2Bb oboes are prominent 
in groups of high winds: flute, oboe, and bassoon (each 
an octave apart) in 3-2Bb; e.nd flute, oboe, cla rinets, and 
bassoons in 7-2Bb. In these sectlons, the high winds are 
used in a lyrical capacity. 
I 
1 
I 
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The 9-2A provides less use of the oboe than 3-2A and 
7-3A. Consequently, instead of using contrasting lo1-.rer 
winds as in ~3Ba and 7-3B~ , 9-2Ba uses the oboe as the 
dominating color. Here it heads the usual group of oboes, 
clarinets, and bas soons. 
The oboe's prominence increases as it does not let the 
b a ssoons finish their s tatement of the p rincipal theme. In-
stead, t h e oboe builds an entire section out of sequences 
of its countermelody. 
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The mportance of the oboe in this trio of the ninth 
symphony s tems directly from a similar usage by the French 
school of Lully. With Lully , a trio of tv.ro oboes and bas-
s oons is often employed in a . middl e contrasting section. 
Thi s s ection thus came to be cal ed the " trio" . So, it s no 
surprisin that, in the minuets of the earlier symphonies 
(l-and 4- ) and the scherzo of 2- (halfway between Beethoven' 
minuets and real scherzos) , oboe s are i mportant in the first 
part of the trio . I n 1-~§ and 4-3Ba the oboe is at the top 
of pairs of oboes , clarinets , bassoons, and horns while 2-3Ba 
uses pairs of oboes and bassoons . In each , the woodwinds 
present an idea more feminine , more legato , softer , and more 
tender than that of the 
A section of t he movement. 
• 
I 1 ~X ;[X 
In previous contrast, l-3A, 2-3A and 4-2A h ave used the oboe 
mainly in a tutti capacity. The second symphony, fore-
shadmving the real Beethoven scherzo, does provide more oboe 
prominence in the A section. 
The 8-3, also called "minuet", is hardly the traditiona 
classical minuet in the stodgy awkward melody of its A 
section and the somber gra cefulness of its £. These char-
acteristics preclude the use o f the bright-voiced bboe to 
any degree. The A section, like that of previous minuets 
=======~-==-it--=-==~-
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( n 1-3 , 2~3A, and 4-3A) uses the oboe mainly in a tutti 
capacity while t h e ]2 section (like the Ba of the "real 
s cherzo " tri o s) resorts to the lower winds, the clar inet and 
horns . The oboe is not used at all in thi s t rtb. 
The s cherzo of the fifth symphony is somewhat slower 
than the scherzos of the third , seventh , and nin th symphon e s . 
It h a s less of the edgy drive and vitality of the other three. 
Thus , the now somber , n ow declamatory 5-}A. and the bustling 
2-3B al low l ess opportunity f or the functions of the oboe, 
as found in the other three scherzos. However , the pin-point 
staccato oboe at this slower tempo is found in the return 
of the A sect ion. Here , the thinnest note of the instrument, 
t he repeated c ' '' produce s a very delicate thread to carry 
the main motive of the symphony. 
q~ ,.,~ :..:.. :.. .$ * ~ 
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The 6-3 p r esent s the third movement-da capo form neither 
in the g r a.ceful minuet nor in the energ etic scherzo. I nstead , 
various folk-like dances in t riple meter are used i n 6-3 
while 6-3B presents a vigorous dance in duple meter. The 
wildnes s of the latter finds the oboe buried in loud t utti 
passa~es . However , 6-3A uses the oboe somewhat prominently 
in the exposit ion of its first lyrical theme 
=r==---:=-=----====----=:=:#----
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while the second sta.c cato folk t une is originall y resented 
and almost entirely associat ed with the solo oboe. 
~ ~ . ==-
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I - summary, it ma y be said that the oboe is u ed 
prominently in the ! sections of t he 11 real scherzos" (2.=J!, 
~' 9-2 in its p i n-point s t a c cato capacity. It is also 
mainly employed t hat way in slower fol k- tune of 6-3A. The 
Bb sections of the " r eal scher?.os 11 (ex cepting 9-2Bb) employ 
t he oboe in a l y rical c apaci ty. I n the ~ sections of the 
~inuets ( l-3B , E_- 3B - like a minu et , and 4 -3B ) and of the 
scherzo n 9-2Ba , the oboe is prom inent i n the more tender 
tradit onal trio melody. The scherzo of 5- and the minuet 
of 8- are both too slow and somber f or any of t he above 
third movement us es of Beethoven ' s oboe. 
~---·~=-~==============================================~====== 
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While genera lizations are h a rd to d raw about the re-
maining three movement s of the symphonies, it is noticed 
that the e a rlier symphonies h a ve more"broken work" o f the 
short (usually one mea sure) kind. The ob oe is consistently 
employed in this way. 
YIN 
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Also, the last three symphonies make more use of the flute 
and oboe in octaves. This is especially noticed in 7-1 at 
the end of the long introduction. Here repeated e's in the 
two instrument s lead directly into the rhythm of the vivace 
section. 
=~'9r-=- - ===========-=== 
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An extension of the main theme shovrs the tvro instrwnents 
ag~in in octaves. 
In the recapitulation of this s am e movement the oboe starts 
the ma in subject with a seven note anacrucis. 
I ¥1 p dJr 1l tti r l~ ~"&j It vciti ILl ~· 
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t:)ELWIN 
An ob oe solo beg inning in this way is also found in the 
overture to "Th e Consecration of the House". 
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An extended solo fo r f lute, oboe, a nd ba s soon in 
"triple-octaves" :pl ay s an imp ort £mt part in the second move-
ment of this symphony. 
Of course the import ant oboe solos are found in the 
second and f ourth movements o f the Eroica. These t wo move-
ments might b e c a lled "oboe concertos" a ccording to the 
=n====-=--
~===- -~- ·----·----------------- c===========================~f===~-=--- --
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frequency and import c:.nce of the instrument. The first solo 
of the "funeral march" (as mentioned before) employs the 
lower r egister specifica lly t o dep ict a sad mood. The dark-
dtr"' r. 
The second imp ortant theme in E major is also g iven to the 
oboe (after the string s h ave previously played it). 
All of this has so far been on the d a rk side. But then an 
entirely new s ection comes, introduc ed first by the oboe. 
It is in 0 major and the oboe plays a C major arpeggio; the 
da rkness immediately changes 
Exactly the same thing occurs for the oboe 
nobis pacem 11 of the Mass in Q. The dreary previous "miserer ' 
6 is dispelled by the oboe's c major arpeggio. 
This movement c a nnot be left without mention of a most 
6 See Mass in Q, p -18 7• 
~-==-=-.=--=-- ---~-------
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stirring p a ssage near the end for oboe and clarinet in 
octaves. The same technique of present a tion is used also 
in the oboe figure of Me.rzelline' s first aria in Fidelio: 
a fi guration is presented, and, on repetition of the phrase, 
the rhythmic values are faster. 7 In both c a ses, the emotion 
is intensified. ~'lith l\1arzelline, her joy increases. But 
here , in the funeral march, it is the last great sob before 
The fourth movement of this symphony is an unequalled 
joy for the oboist. In one place, he lifts the world to a 
grea t height in a n ascendin~ scale. Arriving at the hold, 
he leeds the rest on t o an immediate new g oal. 
In another p l a ce t he oboe leads two cla rinets and two bas-
soons i n a re f lective variation. Here also, the oboe's 
ability in increasing intensity is recognized when it t a kes 
over fr om the clarinet to ma ke the climax . 
7 See Fidelio , p .2ql s 
~--~=~ ~-~=-=~==-=-~ ==============~========================~! 
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Numerous other place s could be cit ed in this symphony, but 
space forbi d • 
Ip the opinion of this writer, the n n th is the most 
diff icult symphon for the oboist. The re are two rea ons 
for this: first , the phrases are . long and tiring and, sec ond, 
i t is of t en not ea.sy to g ive the oboe part its proper em hasi 
_j 
b e cau se of m ~;my comp eting part s . 
Other inter esting spots for oboe in t h e symphonies are 
the inte r lude leadin , into the fourth movement of the fif h 
s _ rnnhony ; the modulatin~ transit on before the dis s ona nt 
n r e sto vrhich i ~mediately recedes the voca l " ode to j oy " 
n 9-4; and the exposed climax of the phrase nea.r the end of 
6-5. 
The oboe cadenza i n 5-l needs special mention . It offer 
th e first examp le o f a n interrup tion in the normal course 
of a symphonic movement to introduce a cadenza fo r a sing l e, 
u naccom anied orche s tral in trument . It 1 s a reci tat ve of 
contemplative ch ara cter which seems to offer a momentary 
reflective uause f r om the relent l ess rhythmic d r ive of this 
movement . 
(2) vertures 
Of t h e overtures , t h e Leonora. No. 3 and Egmont have 
t he mo s t for oboe . However , the trea tment of oboe in t he 
ove r tures i s n ot d fferent enough from that in the symphoni e s 
t o warrant individual attention . 
(3 ) Dances 
The u se of the oboe in the twelve contradances e.nd 
twelve Germa n dances follo,.r, more or l e ss closely, 1 ts use 
in the twelve minuet s. In the l a tter , the oboe is treat e d 
I 
' 
I ~----~ 
160a 
in the manner of the early Mozart orchestral serenade . It 
sustains for orchestral fullness , provides rhythmic emphasi s 
and cadential outlines. 
In each successive da nce of this group of twe ve minuet s 
the oboes alternate with the clarinets, so that most dances 
have either oboes or clarinets . The louder, more militaristi ' 
. .o_:======-=-=-=--=-=-=·-=-=-----==-=-=--==-==-=-==-=-=--=·-=o-=-====-=-=-==--===--==JF 
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dances use the oboe Y.ihile t h ose with B. softer tendency ern-
p loy the clarinet. Hovrever, in minuets #1 7 , and 11 both 
oboes and clarinets are used . 
B. Orchestra ~orn ewhat subservient to solo instrument(s l. 
The works in this second div s on o f Beethoven's orchestra 
consist of five piano concertos, one violin concerto, a 
t r iple conc e rto for violin, cello, and piano , and a 
Fantasia for piano, chorus, and orchestra. These works 
c over the period 1797-1809. 
,I 
For the most part the orchestra- l 
I 
tion of each work is repre sentative of its time. However 
the orc~estrations of the triple concerto and the Fantasia 
seem to stern from earlier times than their actual dates of 
c omposition (1804 a nd 1808 resnect i vely) . 
T·•;_ th the exceptio s of the second and fifth piano con-
certos , the o rchestras in all these works are without oboes 
n the slow movements. Even in these two slow movements 
with oboe, that instrument does very little. The somber-
ness and depth of Beethoven' s slow movements are more fitted 
f or the dulcet flute , clarinet , a nd bassoon. 
n these works, the oboe often presents thematic rna-
terial in the orch estral exposition . This is nowhere better 
seen than in the first movement of the violin concerto where 
it presents both the fir st and second themes. 
===~~=============== 
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In the piano concertos, however, the oboe tends to repeat 
the main theme first announced by the violins. The reason 
for the import ant oboe part in the violin c oncerto is that, 
where there is a vio l in solo, more thematic import a nce woul 
be desired from cont r a sting wind instruments. This idea is 
supported by the evidence that the first time the solo vio-
lin plays the first theme, its fi gurated melody is doubled 
in a more simplified oboe part. 
-- ~~~=-===---=-=-===o---=-= 
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Especially in the first four piano concertos, an im-
portant oboe function is to play a theme or part of a theme 
which the solo instrument will soon t .<:1ke up, e. g. in the 
third movement of the first concerto. 
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The same movement o f fers an illustr :=- tion of the reverse 
situation which is also widesp read. 
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s an accomp anying instrument, the oboe oc c asionally 
adopts a syncopat ed or off-beat figure, e . g . in the first 
movement o f the f ourth conce rto. 
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The soloist may accompany the \'l inds with a f i gurat ion of 
a cons istent pattern, e . g . in the second movement of the 
second concerto • 
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The winds often al terne. te "Tith the soloist in short pas-
s age s , e. g . in the third movement of the second concerto. 
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The piano parts of the first four piano concertos have 
more a.i r in their texture than the c "Jrresponding nart in 
the fifth or "Emperor" concerto. Consequently this allows 
for more orchestral color to come through. There are long 
orchestral tuttis, imitations between oboe and bassoon of 
major importance to which the piano provides backg round. 
In the "Emperor" concerto, however, there is a great deal 
more for piano. Accompaniments of the winds are barely 
perceived. And they are mainly short staccato fi gures 
(rhythmical thematic reminiscenses) broken up amongst the 
wi nds . 
~mereas in the first four concertos the oboe is the 
most im!Jort a nt wind, in the "Emperor" the work i s divided 
more evenly among the solo winds. If anyth ing predominates, 
it is the clarinet e 
The violin concerto offers the oboe great prominence 
among the vrinds while both the triple concerto and the 
Fantasia treat all the winds in a backward manner of tutti 
doublings. However, two variations of the Fantasia present 
oboe s in important positions. One of these variations is 
f or two oboes in thirds with piano accompaniment. 
II====-= 
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Another v a riation is a march for oboes, bassoons, and 
horns to th e ac c ompaniment of string off-beats. 
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C. Orchestra. influenced QY, extra-mus ical ideas. 
heading such as the above, is likely to start anew all the 
old argum ents about program music versus absolute music . 
The most cogent of the arguments in this question is that 
music is music, and should be considered a s such, regardless 
of the circum stances for which it is composed. In gaining 
a technical unde r standing of music or in attempting to set 
up an aesthetic criterion for judging mus c, this is certain · 
1 so. However , in our case, where the type of composition 
is of pr me importance in the treatment of the orchestra 
and its several instruments, it is necessary to consider 
any extra-~usical ideas which influence, or 9erhaps even 
control , this treatment . Indeed, it is in this section 
that the com9o s er's real attitude towards a particular 
ore' estra inst r ument i n a ll its s ades an meaninge may be 
most clearly seen. 
The compos tions in which the orches ra is influenced 
by ext r - mu sica l ideas w 11 be presented in the following 
order: songs, incident al music , ballets, cantatas, masses , 
ora torio, a nd opera . 
To conserve space, features other than thos e due to 
extra-mus cal ideas will also be mentioned in e a ch cate ory 
1 hen present. 
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(1) Songs 
Of the dozen or s o songs for solo voice(s ) with orches-
tral ac conpaniment , only the followi n g contain oboe in the 
orchestra : 
n 
a. Two airs for bass and orchestra (1790) - Pr~fugg 
II II de~ Kussens and Mi t Madel n s ich vertragen. 
b. II Two a irs f r om ]ie Scgone Schusterin for voice and 
orchestra (1796 )$ 
c • . ria, Primo amo re •••• for s oprano and o rche s tra , 
the da te of which i s unknown. 
Of the three, the aria, Primo ~more offers the fr e est 
use of the oboe. It is very lightly orchestrated in 
typ ical Ital i an s t yle. The introduction h s much li ht 
int erpl~y o transparent counterDoint for woodwinds wh le 
interludes between t he voice sections a re fo r ful e r rin 
Durin the v oice sec t i on s, h ol'lever, 1 i ttle solo pa s sages 
for single inds are the rule. The oboe has its share of 
them a R C. !:> n be seen in the followin q: extractR -<>"~"nm oboe solos 
u ..a -. .... .............. ~ -r "' 
• 
• 
.-=::;: ::::: -· I 
nM r ;.-01~" ~ rlftifilf 1\ 
It i s s i gn ificant t o note tha t the idea of £~nsolation was 
associ ted, am ongst the winds , only with the oboe color . 
-==- - -...=.._:.._-==--- -
" The two a irs from Die Schone Schusterin employ more 
of a block style orchestra tion, the accent being 0n the 
vertical harmonization rather than freer individual 
horizontal voices as in Primo amore. The ob oe is used 
mainly in the block \vind sections with the flute at the 
top. This group of woodwind s is found at interludes. 
The two airs for bass and orchestra lie between the 
previous two in the freedom of the oboe. The orchestral 
\vinds provide primarily a rhythmic accompaniment, yet 
there is much alterna tion with strings. Especially in 
II 
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Mit Madeln sich vertragen we find interludes for pairs of 
oboes and horns unaccompanied vrhil e t'l'l O solo oboe inter-
ludes repea t a whole melodic phrase immediately after the 
singer, 
~ . ' ,..-... . 
II ,~ i ~ 11 f 11 t -e I T4 I ~ I t F T t lt ! I 
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(2) Incidental Music 
The only complete i n cidental music to a ulay available 
to this aut or was that to Goethe's E~rn2nt (1810) . 8 Of this 
work , the two part s of imoort ence for the oboe a re the Death 
" of C a rchen and the ZV"ischenakt III . 
Obviou s ly, the fir s t ha s a mournful context . The oboe 
s olo a t t h e beg inning is in d minor. It s a ccompanied by 
pairs of clarinet , bas soons, and horns. 
kAtlCHErro 
The resemblance of a n oboe s olo ~rom Ts chaikovsky ' s 
" Sleep n Beauty" ballet to this is remarkable . The mood 
and empo .r e similar : the p rince s of t e Tschaikovsky 
bal let is beginnin~ her hundred y e a rs sleep . In the follow-
ing ex~mnle , the irnuortant not es are br~cketed together f or 
c omparison to t he example a bove . 
Rt>R ro 
If'\': 
The oboe solo in ZvTi schena l{t III is remarkable for it s 
virtuos ity. Tha t a mere entr ' a cte music should con tain such 
an extended oboe s olo is certainly not usual. Perhaps one 
8 Of t he t wo s ets , not includin~ the overtures , The 
Kigg Stenhen (1811) is r e resented in the "lerke" b y onl 
a-few choruses w thout oboe . The Ruins of ~then s (1811) 
.i.CLe.Ilt. sic 1 s not there ~l.L __ -=_ 
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aspect whi ch influenced Beethoven ' s writ i ng in t h is f lor d 
manner was the esire to disp ay the virt osity of the oboist 
any rate , it woul rl mos t certainly please t he crowd. 
~ ~  ..... ~ .- · . .·-
14=fti\t;JtiT IIQ li bfj!·ItliJ ri j f I 
--p fl 
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(3) Ballet 
Of Beethoven ' s t'.-10 ballets , the Musik zu einem R_i tter-
ballet (1790 ) uses no oboe whi l e The Qreat~ of Prometheus 
(1801) uses it a grea t deal . 
I n the l a tte are f ound two example s of descriptive 
uses of t he oboe. The story, u pon whi ch thes e u s es are 
b se , concerns Prometheus who leads two s t atues, orne-to-
1 fe , to Parnas sus. There , A_ollo orders cert in ods 
and goddesses to t each the sta tues vari ou s sub J ects. Mel-
pomene and Thal a tea ch t ragedy and comedy. It is the n-
st ruct on in tra edy which the ob e c pies in it s solemn 
r ecitative . 9 
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The pastoral oboe beg i ns the next danc e in whi ch Terpsichor 
and Pan teach the most re c ently invented pastoral dances. 10 
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The odd combination o f solo ob oe and basset horn, 
both having virtuo so parts, oc curs · in No . 14, a danc e made 
up o sever al sections each one a variation. The virtuoso 
oboe part i s in the oboe's f avorite key of F. 
10 Pastorale No. 10 . 
====-=== 
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For the rest of the Prometheus ballet music the oboe 
is used in tuttis in the traditional manner. The texture of 
the tuttis in keeping with ballet music, is thinner, however, 
than the tuttis of the symphonies. There are little oboe 
solos in " broken work", exposed wind sections usually in con-
trast to strings. The oboe is left out of only tv.ro dances, 
the adag io , number 5 and the allegro, number 13. 
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(4) Carifatas 
11 of the c a ntatas except the Lobkowitz-Cantata11 h a ve 
orchestral e.ccompaniment. The oboe is always found in these 
orchestras, but examples o f colorful uses are very rare . 
The old- fashioned ma ss style of loud tuttis in which every-
thing is doubled by someth ing else is frequently the rule 
her-e. 
Hov1ever , exceptions are seen in the Meerstille und 
II 
gluckli che Fahrt (1815) . The Meerstill e section is very 
dark using strings, clarinets, and horns with h1 Eher winds 
II 
only in rare loud chords. The Gluckliche Fahrt uses the 
flute and oboe occasionally in alternating scale passages. 
~lso, the ca nt a ta Der Glorr~iche Au~~blick (1814) uses 
pairs of oboes, clarinete., and bassoons to a ccompany voices 
in its last chorus. The last chorus of the cantata on 
Leo~Jold' s suc cession, Er schlummert (1790), employs antiphon 
wind s and strings in soft parts. 
:more colorful use of the "heavenly 11 oboe is noted 
in the soprano aria of thi s last c a ntata. Whenever the 
words, "Don't you hear the angels' greeting" are used, the 
ob oe c olor enters either as a small motive or as a three 
bar melody. 
In the beg inning of the Funeral Can~ata at the death 
of Kaiser Joseph II (1790) long sighs are heard in the oboe 
182 
melody. Hm·rever, for the oboe, the high point of all the 
cantatas is the soprano aria, Da stiegen, from the Funeral 
Cantata. The soprano sings, 
"The blessings of peace and freedom again are returned, 
and mankind redeemed fills earth's spaces \vi th rapture. 
Love's divine rays no'" quicken the pulse of nature; 
joy and gladness supernal, enthrall every hea rt, fire 
every heart 11 • 
The oboe solo which here introduces the soprano v oice and 
plays at the interludes is exactly the same oboe solo used 
later by Beethoven to express Leonore's feelings at being 
allowed to free Florstan . And does not the above quotation 
fr om the cantata fit perfectly Leonore's feelings! 
-
(5) M-issa Solemni's 
In this work the oboe is used mainly in the militant 
tutti sections, remaining tacet in most of the quiet parts, 
such as the "et in terra pax" of the Gloria , "et incarnatus 
est" of the Credo, the orchestra+ Praeludium preceding the 
Benedictus and the Benedictus its'el:f. These brilliant tutti 
sections (in the Gloria, Credo, Sanctus-Osanna in excelsis-
etc. :find the obo e used in the old- fashioned manner of the 
I 
I 
I 
,I 
I 
II 
II 
I 
!! 
,, 
I 
early 18th century mass; either doubling the voices or a 
string part, literally or in a simplified form. 
I 
Ho"ilever, throughout this >:.rork, the oboe frequently leads ' 
the wind section. In the Kyrie (on an open bar before a I 
::e K::: 8 c:::::.:n ~h::::s 1:f c:::::~d:l;:::e::: :::v::::o::: et I 
I 
ending to a forte "Kyrie". After this, a bit of "broken 'rrork' 
is presented, first in bassoons, then clarinets, and finally 
oboes which h ave the longest part of the phrase. It is also 
the end and top of the phrase . It is characteristic for 
the oboe to come in at the high point of a phrase, allowing 
it s distinctive color to mark the climax. This climax for 
the oboe is on the \<lord, "eleison" - "have mercy". 
Another example of oboe coupled with the emotion of 
mercyl2 is the first entrance of the "miserere nobis" of 
the Gloria. These words are immediately accompanied by 
sustained oboe color. Thi s color continues until the words 
change to "qui sedes ad dexteram patris". v'ihen "miserere" 
returns, the poignancy of therooe is felt all the more as it 
enters each time on the feelingful a ccented third syllable 
of the word. After Et rather brilliant climax, the "miserere' J 
section diminishes, providing an important oboe solo13 in 
support of the voices. 
12 Of. t h is association in Bach, p.86. 
13 It solo at the 
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Continuing with a s i gh motive in the oboe , the whole 11 misere II 
sect i on fade s away i n oboes, bassoons and pizzicato string s. 
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That Beethoven considers the oboe an instrument char-
acteristically human rather than divine is illustrated in 
the Credo. In the " et incarnatus est" the Holy Spirit 
descends to the Virg in Mary to the accompaniment of trills 
in the flute and tremolos in the clarinets and bassoons. 
However , on the "homo factus est" the ":prosaic" oboes lead 
the bassoons and horns in characterizing the earthy spirit 
of man. 
(6) Mass in C 
This work , being smaller and on a less formal scale 
tha n the l issa Sole~nis has less of the long , heavy tut ti 
p assages and consequently mor e exposed parts for the i n -
d ivi dual woodwinds. This is not to say tha t here the oboe 
is not often ost in the usual way o f the tutti . However , 
there a re ~ore light interludes and accompaniments for the 
nstrument. 
out 
The Kyrie is the only move~ ent with~ flute. .. s i n 
the Miss~ Sole~nis wher e the oboe s used much i n the pet -
tions for mercy , here the wh ole section devoted to this 
i dea has the oboe as lea der and top voice of the w nds. It 
i s . prominent in interludes and in its solo doubling of the 
f i rst violin or s oprano voice in its high r a n ge. 
The fi r st mi serere ~obis of the Glori~ uses only 
l86a 
str n g s. However, vrhen this idea comes ap;a.in after " qui 
sedes ad dexteram patris" , the oboe leads a section can-
t in ng also two clarine ts, one bassoon and two horns , n 
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introducing and alternating with the voices in a syncopated 
rhythm. Following this, a piano pa ssage for pairs of oboes 
and clarinets in octaves ascends quietly, introducing a 
similar a.scending figure in the chorus to the words "miserer 
nobis". 
However, in the miserere of the Agnus dei it is the 
dark clarinet Y.rhich predominates . In contrast to the latter j 
instr~~ent, the previously quiet oboe in C major brings the 
f eeling of realization to the "dona nobis pacem" wish. Its 
solo begins with a C major arpeggio, introducing the bright 
theme of the four soloists. 
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. gain, the r ealization of the "dona nobis p acem" is 
p res s n ted in a happy oboe run. It is markedly reminiscent 
of the bubbling oboe reflecting Marcelline's joy (in her 
first aria) at t he thou ght of be ing marr ed to Fidelio.l4 
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The correspon in " ona nob j s p::'!. c em" of t h e M_s a 
Solemnis al so has a predominating oboe at the top of clarinets 
bassoons, and horns. Hov1ever, there the mood is more re-
flectivel5 than its joyful counterpart i n the Mass ~ Q. 
The " et vi tam venturi saeculi, a.men" of the Credo pre-
sents a fugue subject introduced by the sopranos of the 
chorus along with first violins and oboe·s f orte. · 11 of 
those are in unison and, probably, this procedure influenced 
Verdi in his Requ em to orchestrate the fugue of the Sanctus 
in a similar manner. 
S \)p f(.f\HCJ' 
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other interesting use of the oboe in this Mass in C 
is its leading a group of "vmodwinds, brass and tympani in a 
characteristic pulsating, throbbing rhythm. This is seen at 
the beginning of the .gnus dei where the rhythm is 
1~ .DJ.8J. 
·...:...;, ~ 
7. Christ on the Moun t of Olives-Oratorio 
In this composition , the oboe is imnort ent mainly near 
the beginning and near the end. Each of the middle sections 
consists of recitatives followed by an allegro movement usual 
ly with chorus. The recitatives are mainly accompanied onl 
, by strings while the allegro movements are loud tuttis r 
er for inner and outer : eace" . 
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Consequently, the oboe is unimport e.nt in either c a se. 
Hm,ever, after the brooding introduction in e~ minor 
(\'lhich is \'rithout oboes) and its fo l lo'l'ring recitative, Jesus 
sing s an aria about his anguish and fear of the coming 
torments. He prays to God, His Fa ther, to remove h i m from 
this suffering . Like the miserere sections of the Missa 
Solemnia, the prayers for mercy are here often a c companied 
by oboe color. After the '\vords "nimm den Leidenskel ch von 
mir" , 16 the oboe appears in the following interlude. 
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In an interlud e accompanied by flute and bassoons, an 
oboe solo presents the melody to which Jesus afterwards will 
sing 11 Father, bmved with fear and sorrm'i, Thy Son lifts His 
prayer to Thee 11 • 
16 "Remove me f rom this suffering " . 
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In the la.st chorus a jubilant fugue section presents 
the words "Praise the Lord, you Angel choirs". Like the 
"Osanna in excelsis" of the Missa Solemnis, and the "et 
vitam venturi saeculi, A.men" in the Credo of the Mass in Q, 
so here the first sta tement o ~ the subject is in unison so-
pra~os, violins and two oboes. 
Later the "holy sounds of jubilationn are presented in 
the solo wind section - flutes, ob oes, clarinets and bas-
soons - all trilling and in octaves! 
The dramatic uses o f t he oboe in Fide ._ o r .n th e full g ut 
of emotions. Its color lends s1pport and power t o feeling s 
as far apart as g r eat s adness and great joy. 
Beginning at the negative end of the emotional range, 
we find that sadness is often associated with oboe tone or 
oboe and flute tone to gether. When Leonora contemp lates 
helping Rocco di g a g re.ve for a man, perhaps her husband , 
a flute , oboe and two bassoons have a mournful interlud e 
v.rhil e the strings merely provide body and rhythm. 
-----jl ===:7-"==-====~ 
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A little later Leonora, is overcome a nd sh e murmurs " O \·lha t 
pain" . _ descending chromatic motive played by oboes , 
cl a rinets, and bassoons f rame s her exclamation . 
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The unhappiness of Leonora's husband a t the beginning of 
the second act is also supported by the addition of hitherto 
absent oboes and bassoons, after he excla ims "O heavy t rie.l 11 • 
Exc itement of an uncomfortable nature is mirrored in 
the oboe. As Pizarro is taunting and insisting that Rocco 
kill . Florestan, the demoniac f ire of Pizarro is stirred 
h i p.:her by the sta ccat o quarters in the oboe a.nd 'cellos. 
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Also, the e xcitement after she first sees Florestan caus es 
Leonora ' s hea rt to 11 s1.,rell in hope and fear" and, a s she sings 
"it swellsn, the v.,rood\vinds a r e led by the most prominent 
moving voice , the oboe, in giving a musical portrayal of this 
a ction. 
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Later when Leonora p r oclaim s h e rself Flore stan 1 s vlife the 
shock to Pizarro, Rocco, and Florestan is intensified by a 
nervous exciting driving rhythm for pai rs of oboes and bas-
soons an octave apart , e a ch pair playing in seconds. 
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The oboe is again used a s the l e ader o f clarinets ancf 
bassoons in an inter lude designed to set the evil mood of 
Pizarro ' s villanous p l a nned caution in persuading Rocco to 
murder Florestan. It is surely an anc estor of the villain 
motives p l ayed in the now old-fashioned melodramas. 
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M v n to the brighter side of the spectrum of emot s, 
t e boe is seen associated with feeling s of nity and~-
t the beginnin~ of the opera, J aqu no ' s love for 
Marc ell ne i s fl aunte':l by the lat ter, but, wh en Jaq no 
is calle avmy, Marc el line , in a more flovr , sect on , ex-
p resses p ty for h s suffer ng. The transition to this lat-
t e r section is ma de ?Y a t ender mel odi c fragment n the 
oboe . 
~n immeasurably deeper compassion is e xpressed by eonore 
fter she has finally persuaded Rocco to let her ive ~lor-
e t n a piece of brea.d. The earlier a r gument e ction now 
g ves way , by means of an interlude with a leading oboe , to 
Lemonore ' compass onat e " Take this bread , poor man" . 
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~ bri&~ter color is that of hop e . After Leonore fierce-
1 condemms Pizarro in her famous recitat ive, " Ab s cheulicher , 
wo eilst du hin? " , she sees a rainbovl " of p romi se shining 
against the dark and l ov1 1 ring skies" . This latter is sung 
t o t he radiant color supplied b y a s ingle flute, c larinet, 
b a ssoon, and 2 oboes. The ob oe color is heightened by its 
moving during the othervli se sustained section • 
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e;ain the bri ght color of flutes and oboes exp ress hop e and 
trus t in God ' s help a s these ins truments accompany the tenor 
solo dur t n g the Prisoner' s cho r us near the end of the first 
act. 
subdued joy , tha t h a s as its core the realization of 
a m~ch longed-for g oal, is Leonore 's feeling when Don Fer-
nando g ives her alone the right to free Florest an. l7 It is 
the fina l release o f long pent-up emotions in the pure 
heart of a virtuous vroman. The ac companying oboe solo (in 
its f avorite k ey of F major ) h a s the simplicity a nd tender-
ness of the l a ter Du.lcinea motive for oboe of Strauss 1 Don 
Quixote. 
17 See Funeral Cant a t a, P · l8e . 
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It is significant that the oboe is dramatically used for 
full-fled ged outwa rd- going emotions: a full out1.v2.rd sadness 
or joy a nd not the inner pent-up emotion. So, here in 
Leonore 's release from g r e at inner ~l'leight, the oboe shines 
forth. 
However, in this opera, it is in the realm of great 
jQy, love, and ecstasy that the oboe h a s its most prominent 
11 
parts. When Marcelline in the aria, 11 0 war', i ch schon mit 
dir vereint" proclaims her long ing love for Fidelio, the 
oboe (doubled an octa.ve lov-rer by the bassoon) plays a figure 
ivi th the minor third f#' ' to a' ' , which cha re.cteriz es per-
fectly her 11 swelling heart 11 '· The inexpressible joy she ex-
p ects sees this figure made tv.rice as fast. Later, her wild 
h app iness is vividly reflected in a f lorid oboe passage 
(this time without bassoon) in which the main figure of the 
first oboe phrase is the climax. 
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Beethoven makes a distinction between the darker and 
brighter instruments in cont rasts betv-Teen bitterness and 
joy. Near the end of the Terzett for Marzelline, Leonore, 
and Rocco, Leonore sing s of the 11 bi tter tears 11 that ~.farz ellin 
will shed on finding her, Fidelio, to be a woman. This is 
mirrored in the half-step interval for octave clarinet and 
bassoon. I mmediately after, Marzelline's 11 joyful tears 11 
at the prospect of ma rriage to Fidelio is accompanied by a 
whole step interval, this time however, in octave flute and 
oboe. 
Perhaps the greatest orchestral oboe solo written up 
to this time is that which accompanies Florest an's aria 
II 11 In des Lebens Fruhlingstagen •••• " near the beginning of the 
second act. The aria tells of the evil fate tha t has be-
fallen him f rom doing hi s duty. However, in a mood of exalta 
tion and wild soaring he imagines soft bree~es caressing him, 
he sees a radiant light and there, before him, stands an 
angel, Leonore, who ha s come to lead him t o freedom. This 
section of intense imagery is sung by Florestan and oboe -
e~ch drawing strength and intensity from the other - and even 
after Florestan f alls exhausted the oboe rises in a still 
greater climax to symbolize his great striving for freedom. 
An oboe solo begins this duet in long values presenting 
a C major t riad changing the previous mood of a re signed 
Florstan, who h c:-_s done his duty, to a mood of wild exaltation 
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sequences of descending arpeggios(a). 18 The "light" and "an 
angel surrounded by an aura" appear in l a rge adjacent des-
cending and ascending skips of 5th, 6th, a nd even 7ths(b). 
momentary brea k in the voice part allows for an oboe in-
terlude of thematic nature (c) which is i mmediately taken 
up b y the voice to the words "an angel, Leonore". A two 
bar oboe interlude (d) based on Florestan's beginning of 
this section leads into e, repee,t of most of wha t Florestan 
he.s already sung . Hmvever, this time, Y.rhen he sing s of the 
angel, Leonore, leading him to freedom, the oboe rises up 
to a thrice-repeated high f''' in forte(e) . This l a st is 
again repeated and as Florestan finishes his aria with his 
striving for freedom, the oboe ascends in a b minor arpeggio 
from f' to f 1 ' 1 in forte, repeats the f'' 1 three times, 
descends, a nd t a pers off, leading into the string diminuendo 
ending the section. 
18 Letters refer to pa rts of the following examp le. 
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This solo is important for several reasons: 
1. This is the fullest dramatic use ever made of the 
oboe. 
2. It is a rare use of t he fine oboe effect of con-
secutive larg e skips in not-too-fast a t empo . The smooth 
connections possible with such intervals are seldom employed, 
although many a fine effect can be gained in this v.ray. Othe I 
example s can be seen in Strauss' Till Eulenspiegel 
I 
II 
I 
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and the first movement of Brahms' First Sym~hony. 
In all cases, great breadth and unrest, striving for re-
solution are a chieved. This particular us e is not found in 
such consecutive form in the works of the classical masters 
and h o. s it s beginning with Beethoven. 
3. A t hrice-repeated and insistent forte f' 1 1 . is a gain 11 
som e t hin g new. Mozart, in hi s virtuoso oboe quartet, touches 
t h is note only three times and there it is piano and is 
g iven plenty of opportunity for preparation. He r e, in (f) 
above, t h e obo e p l a ys an arpeg gio of two octaves landing on 
f' 11 • There is no question about it: control is de~anded 
of the p layer. Beethoven's making the f 1 11 seem so usual 
lea ds the wa y fo r Ravel ~bout a hundred years l a ter to 
write four repeated g ' 11 in his orchestral arrangement of 
Le Tombeau de Couuerin. 
II 
4. The long-•·rinded oboe solo of Bach and Handel , vlhich 
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leads to the long, lyrical solos found in so many Romantic 
orchestral works. 
5. The flexibility demanded here becomes the n rm for 
later composition . 
6. quotati on of measure (Z) of this solo is akin t o 
the method of the leit-motif whi ch becomes so usual with 
viagner. When Leonore a.nd Rocco come into the dungeon, Rocco 
thinks that Florestan might be dead but the oboe's playing 
t h is measure t wi ce indica tes that he is alive. 
£ ()Nt>f?t/lr ·. 
_II,v YH e i .,,-f .. 
es? 
e o ·. 
I \# . ·, .. 
,ve tw 1 "lot/ .. 1,_ e r ch a. ~ 
Thu , does Beethoven assi g first importance to the 
o oe as a dramatic figure. 
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III. SUMMARY 
Beethoven's chamber music for oboe consists of only f i v 
compositions fro~ the period 1790-97. With the exception 
of the t rios for two oboes and English h orn , t hey are mostl y 
in the s tyle of 1'-lozart. These latter go beyond Jl.1ozart in 
virtuosity for the solo instrument. 
Beethoven's uses of the oboe in the orchestra are nurner-. 
ous a nd varied. However, he no longer follows Mozart in 
full-phrase doubling of string parts. This is due to (1) th 
different character of his tuttis, (2) his consistent use of 
" bro1cen ,N"ork" in the winds, (3) his use of the wind section 
as a self-contained unit with a life of its own, and (4) 
his use of richer , more v a ried counterpoint. 
Vertical relationships within the winds are of a melodi 
or harmonic nature. In the first, octave doubling is the 
most frequent, v1hile the triple octave of flute, oboe, and 
bassoon is the most-used single scoring. Vertical relation-
ships of a h ,3.rmonic nature find the winds used in pairs 
with the combination of oboes, clarinets, and bassoons mo t i 
II 
commo::ethoven continues the classical practice of' using lj 
oboes for structural purposes, such as at cadences and inter-1 
I 
I 
ludes. However, with Be e thoven the oboe takes on new im-
uort a nce a t interludes, occupy ing often a modul a tory or 
dramatic position. His frequent use of the oboe to mark the I 
I 
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clima of a phrase is a lso worthy of note. 
The density of his oboe solos are spread more evenly 
than Mozart 1 s ov-er the octav-e d 1 1 -d 1 1 1 ,,,i th the g 1 1 -d 1 1 1 
ran ge most f a vored. Oc c a s ional r eflective cadenz as and pu re-
ly virtuoso parts are also found. For dramatic ~urposes, 
oboe tone color covers the f u ll gamut of emotions. Emot ions 
particularly identified with oboe a re those of . "mercy " , 
"happiness a fte r darkness" a nd " ecstatic joy" . 
The use of the oboe is tempered by i t s particular or-
chestral environment . I n purely orchestral music , like the 
symphony, the oboe occupi e s a position o f first importanc e 
as soloist a nd l eader of wind groups in a ll the u s es p re-
viously mentioned. While a certa in pattern of oboe use i s 
d iscernible i n t h e third movement form of the symphonie&, 
use in t h e other mov ements i s varied. The "Er oica " disp l ays 
the hi e:.h p oint of oboe 1trri ting in the symphonies. 
The solo concertos f l nd the ob oe in important themati c 
expositions: in the violin concerto, it provides the first 
st a t ements of the first and second themes, m1ile the piano 
concertos often have t he oboe repeating the themes after 
the strings. The Emperor concerto h as the lea st of all for 
t h e oboe. 
The des criptive uses of the oboe are numerous. The 
most important are its express i on of " p l ea.dinr; for mercy" 
as in the t wo masses a n d the oratorio; of "ha~pihess after 
darkne ss" as seen in Fidelio and Funeral Cant a ta the m 
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( "dona n obis pacem") and the funeral march of the Eroica (C 
major section); and its expression of ecst atic joy as seen 
in FideliQ and the Ma ss i n Q. Feelin~ s of p ity, saQness , 
and death a re a lso portrayed by this instrument. The oboe 
i s used in the Prometheus ballet for expressions of dramatic 
declamation and pastoral d ancing . 
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CH . PTER V 
CONCLUSION 
Ori g inating in prehistoric times with the end of a 
cyl nd rical p ant stalk being p ressed flat , the ance s tors 
of the o boe p rog ress throu gh various stages to a high 90int 
n the l at e 16th century sh a wm . This evolu t on follo,rs t wo 
s tream s : that of the cy lindrical .§:Ulo s and that of the 
con c a l zamr. The l atter , l eadinp; to the modern oboe i s 
c ont inuous] y im r oved by a narrow n g of the bor e. . t the 
s ame time , pla yers t ~;.ke less reed nto the mouth allowing 
f r more t one control. 
Nevertheless , a chan~e in TUsica l style in the early 
17th century towards g reater refin ement and deuth of feeling 
f nds the sha~ms still too rough and infl e xib e. Conse-
uent y , they are banned from court orchestras . It is only 
~~ 1 t h mprovements caused by more prof cient lathe operations 
that the now three-sectioned oboe ret rns to the Baroqu e 
orche stra of the l at e 17th centur • There , the l a ck o f 
sta ndardization finds the oboe used in sections of two or 
three oboes with or wi t hout bassoon a s the bass . T s sectio 
doubles the string parts and compet es r,,ri th the string section 
on terms of equality ~ · _ t the same t me the use of an oboe 
s olo or o boe s ect on for descriptive purp oses in voca.l vforks 
be comes wi despread. Many facets of emotion are depicted by 
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oboe tone. P~m ong these are the feelings of ·happiness , revelry 
and rusticity. Hmvever, with Bach 's solo arias \vhich repre-
sent a high p oint for oboe in this t yp e of music , the i nstru-
ment mainly expresses poignant p etitions for divine mer cy. 
The indiscriminate Baroque use of oboe r enge chan es 
about 1730 to a concentra tion on the thinner upper p art o f 
the tessitura . This is coincident with the g eneral cha n g e 
t m.,..ards a li ghter, mo r e simple homophonic mus ic. Nm'f, the 
oboe is often found in the a ccompanying capacity of su s t a inin 
l ayers of tone to provide body e.nd the backgr ound a gainst 
which the more a ct i ve string parts are outlined . The lighter 
tw·o-oboe secti on , no longer a p ovrer equal to the strings, 
continues to double the violin parts. It also provi d~both 
rh thm i c emphasis by sing le att a cked notes and delineation 
o f the phrases by c onnecting melodic material. .n_t the same 
t me, the Jong svreeping so los of the Baroque now g ive v-:ay to 
short oboe solos vrhich reach their high po int in the ttbrok en 
work" of the late 18th century. 
r1 t h r.fozart we f i nd the best examp le of oboe u sage in 
the c lassi ca l period. He uses the oboe in a ma nner similar 
to the above-described , l ie~ter s tyle gal a nt. However, his 
d oubl ing of the string parts is subj ect to grea.ter variation 
in the pa.rts d oubled vlhi le the solo dJoe pa.rts besp eak a great e 
insight into t he oboe idiom . t~ lthough the orchestral solo s 
a r e mainly short, those in the serenades and divert imenti a re 
I 
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often lengthy and s ing ing . It is in the Quartet K. 370 for 
s ol o oboe and three strin s tha t Mozart' s real knowledg e of 
the o boe is i ~mediately e~ident. 
~fter the class i c a l dep endence 6f the winds on strings , 
Beethoven returns to the more indep endent Baroque woodwind 
section, a group equal to the string s. But where t he Baroque 
woodwinds were u sua lly the oboe section, Beethoven's wood-
vrinds are pairs of flutes, oboe~, c larinets, and bassoons, 
o ften au gmented by horns. In the Baroque, the oboe vias 
import .,_nt as the ma i n i'J0odwind. \:lith Beethoven the oboe i s 
mportant as t h e main l e ader of the woodwinds . 
~nother Ba roque characteri s tic finds its reflection i n 
Beethoven : Bach's vocal aria with solo oboe has its counter-
part in Beethoven's Fidelia where the solo oboe serve s a :s an 
equ al p a rtner to the voice a ct ing JUt the words expressed 
in the text . Beethoven's oboe , thoue~, ap proaches almost 
human speech in the vividness of its music here. 
Beethoven also represents a summing up of clas s ical oboe 
u sage. Oboe is found everywhere in "broken work " ; his 
n redecessors' melodic connecting 1 j_nks bet\'reen phrases g ain 
i'ri th him great significance from dra.mat ~, structural, and 
modula tory vi e \v p oint s. 
Thus , the gradual s p ecializat ion o f oboe idiom and us e , 
b egun by Bach , reaches it s climax with Beethoven. The 
cha n ge n 18th century oboe usage reflects the increasing in-
====#==='"':t~d_,g.h±. _Ln.t ..o. _t. he. _nat u..ce "f' + "h eo ~ n c + 1"11 m eon_+ 
I 
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